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RESTRICTED USE HERBICIDES ... 
Tordon, Paraquat , and Gramoxone 
are restricted use herbicides . Other 
herbicides or some of their uses may 
be classified as restricted use at some 
future date. The label will indicate if a 
product is restricted use . Only certified 
private or commercial applicators 
should apply or supervise the applica-
tion of restricted use herbicides. See 
your County Extension Agent if you 
need to be certified. 
"Use Crop Production 
Chemicals Wisdy" 
0 
READ THE LABEL BEFORE 
EACH USE. Follow instructions: 
heed all cautions and warnings. 
APPLY 0:\LY AS DIRECTED. 
Federal law authorizes seizure of 
any raw agricultura l commodity 
moving in interstate commerce 
" ·hich carries a pesticide residue in 
excess of the established tolerance . 
. 
... 
Genetic strains, varieties , and hybrids vary 
herbicides. Check with your seed dealer for 
crop you plan to treat. UNIVERSITY OF NEBR.,a STORE IN ORIGI!\:AL, LABELED CONTAI:\ERS. Keep ou t of reach 
of children , pets, li vestock and irre· 
sponsiblc people. 
a Issued in furtherance of Cooperative {~'; Extension work. Acts of May 8 and • June 30, 1 91 4 . in cooperation with '· .... •• 
the U.S . Department of Agriculture . Leo E. Lucas, Director 
of Cooperative Extension Service. University of Nebraska, 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources . 
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STACKS 
ELIMI:\ATE H AZARDS FROM 
CO:\TAI:\ER. Rinse empties that 
contained liquids three times. Burn 
paper bags and fiber drums. StaY 
out of the smoke . Bury unused rna· 
terials and crushed containers. 
2 
WEED RESPONSE TO SELECTED SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES 
Plant response ma y be altered by growing conditions, genetic variation in crops and weeds, soil type, 
pH, organic matter and rates of application. Ratings may var y from season to season and geographical 
areas within the state. Ratings apply when herbicides are us ed at rates suggested on page 3- 8. 
Res2onse Ratings: 
Ratings are for light to N 
moderate weed populations 2 Ul ::> .c 
and favo r able conditions. .c ..., 





adverse conditions will 0 '" 2 Ul Ul Q) Ul Q) 




.-; > c 
E Excellent (90-100%) 
G Good (75 - 90% ) 
F Fair (50 - 75%) 
p Poor (0-50% ) 
Herbicide 
AAtrex / Atrazine* 
Bicep or Dual + AAtrex 
Bladex 
Bladex + Atrazine or Extrazine 
Dual 
Dual + Atrazine + Sencor 
Dual + Bladex 
Dual + Bladex + Sencor 
Eradicane/ Eradicane Extra* 
Eradicane/ Eradicane Extra + Atrazine* 
Eradicane/ Eradicane Extra + Bladex* 
Lasso* 
Lasso + Atrazine* 
Lasso or Dual + Atrazine + 
Bladex1 Extrazine 
Lasso + Atrazine + Sencor 
Lasso + Bladex* 
Lasso + Bladex + Sencor 
Prowl + Atrazine 
Prowl + Bladex 
Sutan+* 
Sutan+ + Atrazine* 
Sutan+ + Atrazine + Bladex/ Extrazine* 
Sutan+ + Bladex* 
Sutazine+* 
AAtrex** / Atrazine 
Bicep** + Concep 
Dual** or Lasso + Seed Safener 
Dual or Lasso + Atrazine + 
<-eed cafener 
!gran + AAtrex 
Modown + Dual or Lasso 
Ramrod 
Ramrod + Atrazine 
Ramrod + Bladex 
Dual 
Dual + Amiben + Senccr/ Lexone 
Dual + Sencor/ Lexone 
Lasso 
Lacsc + Amiben + Sencor / Lexone 
Lasso + !·lodown 
Lasso + Sencor/ Lexone 
Lorex + Lasso or Dual 
Prowl 
Prowl + Sencor/ Lexone 
Sonalan 
Sonalan + Sencor/ Lexone 
Sonalan + Amiben 
Treflan 
Treflan + Scncor/ Lexonc 
Treflan + Sencor/ Lexone + Arniben 
Split- Appl .-Treflan or Prowl + 
Sencor/ Lexone 
Vernam or Reward 
... 
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Field Corn & Popcorn* 
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E 2 - 4 
F 2- 4 
F 2 - 4 
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G 2-4 
















1crop varieties vary in their response to herbicides . 
2The lower number applie s to eastern Nebraska , the large number to western Nebraska. Values will vary 
with soil and rainfall or irrigation. For more information see "Herbicide Carryover", G83 - 637. 
*Registered for popcorn . 
**Registered for forage sorghum. 




SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES 
Early preplant (EPP) treatments are made 10- 30 
days before planting . Prepl ant sur face appl i ed 
(PPSA) treatments are made 0-10 days before plant-
ing . Soil disturbance by some planters may allow 
weed growth in row where herbicides are applied 
PPSA or EPP . Preplant incorpo r ated (PPI) treat-
ments are made before planting the crop. Thor-
oughly incorporate with rototiller or two passes 
o f a tandem disc, field cultivator or similar 
equipment. Preemergence (PRE) treatments are 
applied from planting time to just before crop 
emergence or weed seed germination . Rainfall or 
sprinkler irrigation prior to weed germination 
required. Surface a i x is the shallow mixing of 
a preeme:gence herbicide into the top l to 2" of 
soil us1ng a rototiller, mulch treader, field 
cultivator or similar implement. Early post refers 
to preemergence herbicide applications made soon 
after the crop has emerged; control of emerged 
weeds may be reduced. Postemer gence (POST) treat-
ments are app l ied after emergence of weeds o r crop. 
Weed control with preemergence treatments may be 
poor if there is no rain to leach the herbic i de 
into the top inch. To overcome dependence on rain -
fall and to increase dependability, some preemer-
gence herbicides may be incorporated into the sur -
face soil with a rotary hoe. Excessive rainfall 
may leach some of the more soluble herbicides into 
the subsoil, especially on sandy soils. Weed con-
trol with preplant herbicides is more satisfactory 
on surface- planted crops. Some weed species are 
resistant to particular herbicides. Herbicides 
should be rotated to control a wider spectrum of 
weeds and to reduce the build- up of any particular 
herbicide in the soil. Atraz i n e may car ry over and 
inj u re alfalfa, beans, potatoes, s ugar beets and 
small g r a i ns t he fol l owing y e ar . Herbicide carry-
over in soils increases a s one goes westward in 
Nebraska . Carryover problems also increase on low 
organic matter and high pH soils. 
Sprayers should provide good agitation of spray 
solution and be equipped with appropriate screens 




amoun t of 
product/A 




* BICEP 4 . 5L 
(2 . 5 lbs Dual plus 











l '> - 2 '> % OM 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2 '> % OM 
Application Time, Remarks and 
Approximate Cost/A Broadcast 
Field Corn & Popcorn* 
2.4 qt 3 qt 
2 . 4 qt 3.2 qt 
2. 5 qt 3 . 25 qt 
EPP , PPSA, PPI , PRE, SURFACE HIX, 
SPRINKLER or EARLY POST . .. May af f ect 
sensitive crops the fol l owing year 
especially on high pH soils . Can be 
used at layby. Approx. cost $4 . B0-
7 . 20 . 
EPP, PPSA, PRE, SURFACE ~!IX , 
SPRINKLER or EARLY POST . . . Approx . 
cost SlO . B0 - $17 . 30 . 
PPSA, PRE, SURFACE ~!IX , 4L SPRINKLER 
or BOW EARLY POST .. . Injury may occur 
on soils that are calareous, sandy 
or below 1% organic matter. Approx. 
__________________________________________________________________ cos t $1 1. 75-$15.30. ________________ __ 
BLADEX 4L 3 
+ 
ATRAZINE 4L3 






2 . 5 qt 
+ 
l. 25 qt 
PPSA , PRE, SURFACE HIX , SPRINKLER, 
or 80~1 EARLY POST ... Injury may occur 
on soils that are calcareous , sandy 
or below 1% organic matter. Carryover 








or wi t h 












BLADEX 4L 3 















l. 25 qt 
or 
10 lb 
0 . 75 qt 
+ 












l. 5 - 3 pt 
or 
2.5 pt 





l. 67 qt 
or 
2 - 2 . 3 gt 
2 pt 
+ 





0.33 l b 
+ 
l. 5- 3 pt 
or 
3 pt 
(Continued next page) 
EPP, PPSA, PRE or SURFACE MIX .. . Dual 
and Dual + AAtrex may be applied 
through sprinkler systems or early 
post . Injury may occur with Dual + 
Bladex on soils that are calcareous, 
sandy or below 1% organic matter. 
Approx. cost: Dual $9.40 - $1B . 75; 
Dual+ AAt rex $10 . 50 - $16.25 ; Dua l + 
Bladex $1 3.00-$21 . 90 . 
PPSA or PRE .. . 3- way mix . Injury may 
occur on soils that are calcareous , 
sandy or below l% organic matter. 
Approx. cost $l l. 95 - $19.B5. 
PRE .. . 3 - way mix . Do not use on 
sandy soils or soils con t aining less 
than 2% organic matter. Do not use 
on calcareous soils or soils with a 
pH of 7.0 or greater. Approx. cost : 
Dual + Sencor + Atrazine $17 . 45 -
$22.25; Dual + Sencor + Bladex 
21. 60- 25 . B5 
4 
SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES (continued) 
Herbicide 
(See ~leed Response 
Chart before 
se lecting herbicides) 
*ERADICANE 6.7E 
*ERADICANE EXTRA 






*BLADEX 4L 3 
EXTRAZINE 4L 
(2.7 lb Bladex + 1.3 lb 








*LASSO II l5G 
*LASSO 4EC4 
+ 
*AATREX/ ATRAZINE 4L3 
*LASSO & ATRAZINE FLOI'IABLE4 





























product / A 
Loam 




Application Time , Remarks and 
Approxi mate Cost/A Broadcast 










1 . 6 qt 
1.25 qt 
+ 


























2 . 4 pt 
or 
3.2 pt 
2. 75 qt 
l. 7 5 qt 
+ 












1 . 7 qt 
2 qt 
+ 
0 .33 lb 
+ 
0 . 7 5-l. 5 qt 
or 





















































(Continued next page) 
PPI or SPRINKLER BEFORE WEED SEED 
GERMINATION. ,.Appl y PPI treatments 
to dry surface soil and i mmediat ely 
incorporate by cross tandem discing 
or similar soil mixing. Injury may 
occur with Eradicane + Bladex on 
soils that are calcareous, sandy or 
below 1% organic matter. Repeated 
use of Eradicane or Eradicane Extra 
will lead to reduced weed control . 
Consider herbicide and/ or crop rota-
tions. Approx . cost: Eradicane 
$13 . 75; Eradicane Extra+ Atrazine 
$16 .10- $22.15; Eradicane Extra + 
Bladex $18.50-$27 . 85. 
PPSA or PRE •.• Injury may occur on 
soils that are calcareous, sandy 
or below 1% organic matter. Approx . 
cost : Extrazine $6 .40-$15.00; 
Extrazine +Dual $13 .15-$21.50 ; 
Extrazine + Lasso $15.80 - $18 . 80. 
PPSA, PRE, SURFACE MIX or LIQUID 
THROUGH SPRINKLER ..• Also registered 
for layby application. see page 10. 
Approx. cost $13.50-$16 . 20 . 
PPSA, PRE, SURFACE ~liX , SP RINKLER or 
EARLY POST • . ,Tank mix . Also register -
ed for layby application. See page 
12. Approx . cost: Lasso+ AAtrex / 
Atrazine $13.00-$14 . 40; Lasso+ 
Atrazine Plowable $12.80 - $16.00. 
PPSA , PRE or SPRINKLER .. . Injury may 
occur on soils that are calcareous, 
sandy or below 1% organic matter . 
A rox cost $15.8 0- $20.20. 
PRE ••• 3-way mix. Do not use on sandy 
soils or soils containing less than 
2% organic matter. Do not use on 
calcareous soils or soils with a pH 
of 7.0 or greater. Approx . cost: 
Lasso + Sencor + Atrazine $18.85-
$20.55; Lasso + Sencor + Bladex 
0-
PPSA or PRE ••. 3- way mix. Injury may 
occur on soils that are calcareous, 
sandy or below l% organic matter. 
Approx. cost $14.30 - $18.15. 
PRE or EARLY POST ••• Corn injury may 
occur if replanting is necessary. 
Also registered for layby applica-
tion . See page 10 . Approx. cost : 
Prowl + Atrazine $9.50-$10.50; Prowl 
+ Bladex $14.90 - $16 . 30 . 
SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES (continued) 
Herbicide 
(See Weed Response 
Chart before 
se l ecting herbicides) 
*SUTA N+ 6.7E/ GE NATE PLUS 
*SUTAN+ 6 . 7E/ GENATE PL US 
with 
*ATRA ZI NE 4L 3 
or with 
*BLADEX 4L 3 
*SUTAZINE+ 
(4.8 lbs Sutan + 1.2 lbs 
At razine/gal ) 
*SUTAN+ 6.7E/ GE NATE PL US 
with 
*ATRAZI NE 4L3 
+ 
*BLADEX 4L 3 
*SUTAN+ 6 . 7 E/ GENATE PL US 
+ 
EXTRAZI NE 4L 
(2.7 lbs Bladex + l. 3 lbs 
Sandy 
Loam 
<l is % OM 
Apply t h is 
comme r cial 
Silt 
a mou n t of 
product / A 
Loa m 
l ~ -2 %!sOM 
Silty -Clay 
Loam 
>2'> % OM 
Application Time, Re mark s a nd 
Approx i mate Cost / A Broadcast 




























3. 7 5 pt 
+ 










l. 25 pt 
+ 
2.5 pt 
3. 7 5 pt 
+ 
2 q t 
PPI o r SPRINKLER BEFORE WEED SEED 
GERMINATION ... Apply PPI treatments 
to dry su r face s o il and i mmed iately 
inco rporate b y cross tandem d i scing 
or similar soil mix ing. Repeated u se 
may lead t o reduced weed cont r ol. 
A cost 1 • 
PPI or SUTAN/ GENATE + ATRAZI NE AND 
SUTAZI NE + SPRINKLER ••. Apply PPI 
treatments to dr y surface s oil and 
i mmediately incorporate by cross 
tandem discing or similar soil 
mixing. Increase Sutan/ C~nate rates 
for sand b ur and s hattercane control. 
Injur y ma y occur wit h Sutau/Genate 
+ Bladex o n soils that are calcar-
eous , sandy or below 1% organic 
matter. Repeated use of Sutan or 
Genate ma y lead to red u ced weed c on-
trol . Approx. cost: Sutan/ Genate + 
At r azine $10 . 80 - $12.20; Sutan/ Genate 
+ Bladex $13.30- $18.00; Sutaz ine 
$13 . 20 - $15.40. 
PPI •.• Tank mix. Appl y t o dry surface 
soil. Incorporate i mmediatel y by 
cross tandem discing or equivalent 
soil mixing . Increase Sutan/ Genate 
rates fo r sandbur and s hattercane 
control . Injury may occur o n soils 
that are calcareous, sandy or below 
1% orga n ic matter. Repeated us e of 
Sutan or Genate may lead t o reduced 
weed control. Approx . cost: Sutan + 
Atrazine + Bladex $12.1 0-$14.00; 
5 
Atrazine al --~~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------Sutan/Genate + Extrazine $13 .60-$16.60. 
OTHE R REGISTERED TREATMENTS FOR CORN: AAtrex + Princep (PPI o r PRE) , Amiben (PRE) , Amiben + AAtrex 
(PRE ) , Banvel + Lasso (PRE ) , Knoxweed (PRE), Lo r ex + AAtrex (PRE), Lorex + Lasso (PRE), Premerge (PRE ) , 
Princep (PPI or PRE) , Prowl (PRE ) , Prowl + Banvel (PRE ) , Ra mrod (PRE ) , Ramrod + Atrazine (PRE) , 2,4-D 
(PRE ) . See He r bicide Dictionary for additional info rmation . 
3Addit i onal for mulations are a vailable. Use rates t hat give comparable a mo unts of active ingredient: 
1 qt AAtrex or Atra z ine 4L = 1 . 25 lb AAtrex or Atrazine 8 0\'1 = 1 . 1 lb AAtrex Nine - 0 
1 qt Bladex 4L = 1.25 lb Bladex BOW= 1.1 lb Bladex 9 0 DF 
0 . 5 pt Sencor L = 0.5 l b Sencor SOW = 0.33 lb Sencor DF 
4cons ult label for surface blend rates. 
*Registered for use on popcorn . 
On f i eld corn, 1 pt 2,4 - D ester ( 4 lb/ gal ) or 0 . 5 pint Banvel may be added to 
EPP, PPSA and PRE treatments t o control e merged broadleaf weeds. Do not ad d 
Ban vel on sand y soil. 
SEE TROU BLESOME WEED SECTION ON PAGE 22 FOR CONTROL OF SPECIFIC WEEDS 
6 
Herbicide 
{See Weed Response 
Chart before 
selecting herbicides) 
AATREX 4L/ ATRAZINE 4L3 
SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES (continued} 
Sandy 
Loam 









l '; -2 '; % OM 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2 ~ % OM 
Grain Sorghum (Milo} 
2 qt 2.4 qt 
Application Time, Remarks and 
Approximate Cost/A Broadcast 
EPP, PPSA, PPI , PRE or SURFACE HIX ... 
Preplant applications should be made 
only on fine textured soils. Approx. 
---------------------------------------------------------------c~o~s~t~S~4u.~s~o~-~s~5~·L7~5~·-----------------
BICEP 4.5L 











t.A::i::!Q ~Ec 4 
LASSO 4EC 4 
+ 
ATRAZINE ~L 
LASSO & ATRAZINE FLOWABLE4 
{2.5 lbs Lasso + 
1.5 lbs Atrazine/ gall 









RAMROD & ATRAZINE FLOWABLE 


































0. 75 qt 
+ 
1.5 qt 





































EPP , PPSA, PRE or SURFACE ~1IX . . . Seed 
must be Concep treated. Do not use 
Atrazine on sandy , high pH or calcar-
eous soils. Approx. cost: Bicep 
SlO . B0-$17.25; Dual $9 .4 0-$15 .65 ; 
Dual + AAtrex / Atrazine $ll.00- $15.BO. 
2 lb PPSA, PPI, PRE or SURFACE ~liX ... 
+ Apply within 2 weeks of planting. Use 




l. 25 gt 






l. 25 qt 
5 pt 
+ 
2 .75 pt 
4 qt 
tooth harrow or similar implements 
for sh,allow incorporation. Do not 
feed or graze treated forage. 
A rex. cost 
PPSA, PRE or SURFACE HIX . . . Seed must 
be Screen treated. Do not use 
Atrazine on sandy, high pH or calcar-
eous soils. Approx. cost : Lasso 
$13.50- $16.20 ; Lasso+ Atrazine 
Sll.B0-$13.50; Lasso & Atrazine Flow-
able $12.00- $14.00. 
PRE .. . May cause skin irrita~ion to 
applicator. Do not feed treated 
forage to dairy animals. Leaches on 
sandy soi l. Approx, cost Sl6,BO. 
PRE .. • In southwest Nebraska hold 
Atrazine rate to 0.75 qt. Rain may 
leach herbicides and cau s e sorg hum 
injury or poor weed control . Do not 
feed treated forage to lactating 
dairy animals. Approx. cost: Ra mrod 
+ Bladex $16.40-$17.00; Ramrod + 
Atrazine $14.BO-$l5.40; Ramrod & 
Atrazine Flowable $l6.BO. 
PRE ... Tank mix. Seed must be Concep 
or Screen treated. Modown not influ -
enced by soil texture, organic matter 
or pH. Rain may "splash" Modown onto 
sorghum and cause injury. Approx. 
cost: Lasso + Modown $19.95-$20.55; 
Dual + Modown $17,55- $22.25, 
OTHER REGISTERED TREATMENTS FOR SORGHUM: Bladex + Propazine [Milogard ] {PRE) , Dual BE+ Igran SOW (PRE) , 
Dual BE+ Milogard {PRE), Igran SOW {PRE), Lasso+ Propazine or Milogard (PRE or SURFACE .BLEND), Lorox + 
Ramord (PRE), Milogard BOW (PRE ) , Milogard + Igran (PPI, PRE or SURF ACE HIX), Propazine (PRE), Ramrod + 
Propazine or Milogara {PRE ) . see Herbicide D_ictionary for additional information. 
)Additional formulations are available. Use rates that give comparable amounts of acti ve i ngredient: 
l qt AAtrex or Atrazine 4L ; 1.25 lb AAtrex or Atrazine BOI'I ; l.l l b AAtr ex Nine-0 
l qt Bladex 4L ; l, 25 lb Bladex B0\"1 ; l.l lb Bladex 90 OF 
1 qt Ramrod Plowable ; 1.5 lb Ramrod 65W 
4consult label for surface blend rates . 
SEE TROUBLESOME WEED SECTION ON PAGE 22 FOR CONTROL OF SPECIFIC WEEDS 
' . 
Herbicide 














LASSO 4EC 4 
or 
LASSO II l5G 
LASSO 4EC4 
+ 

















SENCOR/ LEXONE DF3,5 
PROWL 4EC 
or 
TREFLAN 4EC PPI 
with 
SENCOR/ LEX ONE DF3,5 PPI 
followed by 
SE NCOR/ LEX ONE DF3 ' 5 PRE 








SENCOR/ LEXONE DF3 , 5 
7 




oroduct / A 
Sandy 
Loam 
q lj % OM 
2 pt 
or 












































2. 3 pt 
or 





l lj -2 1,; % OM 
Silty-Clay 
Loam 
>2lj % OM 
Soybeans 





0. 5 lb 
1 qt 
or 
2. 5 qt 
+ 
1.5 gt 














0 . 5 lb 
2 . 3 ot 
2 pt 
+ 




0. 5 lb 
2 pt 
or 
l. 25 pt 
+ 







































2. 7 pt 
2. 5 pt 
+ 
0.6 lb 
l. 75 pt 
1.5 pt 
+ 
0 . 6 lb 
2 pt 
or 




















(Continued next page) 
Application Time, Remarks and 
Approximate Cost/A Broadcas t 
PRE, SURFACE MIX or CENTER PIVOT •.• 
To reduce injury on calcareouc coil 
decrease Sencor/ Lexone rates by 1 / 3 . 
Approx. cost: Dual $12 . 50 - $15 . 65; 
Dual+ Sencor $18.20 - $22.60. 
PRE or SURFACE MIX WITH ROTARY HOE .. . 
Modown not greatly influenced by soil 
texture, organic matter or pH. 
Approx . cost $23.25. 
PRE, SURFACE ~liX or CENTER PIVOT ... 
To reduce injury on calcareous soil 
decrease Sencor/ Lexone rates by l / 3. 
Approx. cost: Lasso $13.50; Lasso+ 
Sencor/ Lexone $19 . 60-$20.90 . 
PRE •.• Lorex not greatl y influenced 
by soil pH. Do not use on soils with 
less than 0.5% OM. Approx. cost: 
Lasso+ Lorex $15.05 - $23 . 40; Dual+ 
Lorex $16.75- $25.10. 
PPI or SURFACE ~!IX ... To reduce injury 
on calcareous soil decrease Sencor/ 
Lexone rates by 1/ 3. Lexone not 
labeled on sandy soil. Approx. cost: 
Prowl $3.45- $5.75; Prowl + Sencor 
S 7 -S 7 
PPI. .. Incorporate within 48 ho u rs . 
To reduce injury on calcareous soil 
reduce Sencor/ Lexone rate by 1/ 3. 
Increase Sonalan rate by 1 / 2 - 1 pt for 
black nightshade control. Approx. 
cost: Sonalan $7.30-$11.60; Sonalan 
+ Sencor / Lexone $12 . 75 - $20 . 85 . 
PPI . •• For best results immediately 
incorporate . To reduce injury on 
calcareous soil decrease Sencor/ 
Lexone rate by 1 / 3. Approx. cost : 
Treflan $2 . 55- $4 . 45; Treflan + Sencor/ 
Lexone $8 . 85-$13 . 95. 
SPLIT SHOT, PPI a nd PRE •.• Improves 
broadleaf control. For best results 
immediatel y incorporate first ap-
plication. On calcareous soils reduce 
Sencor/ Lexone rates by 1 / 3. Lexone 
not labeled on sandy soil. Approx. 
cost: Prowl + Sencor/ Lexone + Sencor/ 
Lexone $9.75 - $18.35; Treflan + Sencor / 
Lexone + Sencor/ Lexone $8.85- $16 . 4 0 ; 
Prowl + Sencor / Lexone + Prowl + Sencor/ 
Lexone $10.90-$19.50. 
PPI. . • For best results immediately 
incorporate . Do not plant soy beans 
deeper than 2 inches . On calcareous 
soils reduce Sencor/ Lexone rates b y 
1/ 3. Approx. cost: Vernam $8.15-
$9.75; Vernam + Treflan + Sencor / 














SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES (continued) 
Sandy 
Loam 





product / A 
Loam 
l l:i - 2l:i % 0!1 
Silty-Clay 
Loam 
>2l:i % OM 
Application Time, Remarks and 
Approximate Cost/ A Broadcast 
Soybeans (continued) 
1.5 pt 1.5 pt 2 pt PRE or SURFACE HIX ... 3- way mix . To 
or or or reduce injury on calcareous soil re -
1.5 qt 2 qt 2 qt duce Sencor / Lexone rate by l / 3. 
+ + + Approx. cost : Dual + Amiben + 
2 . 4 lb 2.4 lb 2. 4 lb Sencor/ Lexone $32 . 10-$35 . 20; Lasso + 
+ + + Amiben + Sencor / Lexone $30.80-$33 . 50 . 
0,13 lb Q. 1J lb Q, 11 lb 
PROI;L 4EC 1.5 pt 2 pt 2 pt PPI. •• 3- l;ay mix. For best results 
or or or or immediately incorporate. To reduce 
TREFLAN 4EC 1 pt 1.25 pt l.S pt injury on calcareous soil reduce 
•·ith + + + Sen co r / Lexone rz:te by 1/ 3 . Approx. 
AMIBEN DS 2 .4 lb 2.4 lb 2.4 lb cost: Prowl + Amiben + Sencor/ 
and + + + Lexone $26.15 - $27.30; Treflan + Amiben 
SENCOR/LEXONE DF3,5 Q.11 lb 0 . 33 l b 0,31 lb + SencoriLexone $25 . 25-$26.55 . 
OTHER REGISTERED TREATHENTS FOR SOYBEANS: Alanap (PRE) , Amiben (PRE), Amiben + Sencor/Lexone (PRE) , 
Amiben + Treflan (PPI) , Dual + Dyanap (PRF.), Dual + Amiben (PRE or PPI), Dual or Lasso + Lorox and Lexone 
(PRE), Dual + Sencor/ Lexone + llodown (PRE), Dyanap (PRE and POST), Goal (PRE), Goal + Lasso (PRE), Lasso + 
Amiben (PRE), Lasso + Dyanap (PRE, up to cracking), Lasso + Premerge (PRE) , Las so+ Sencor/Lexone + Modown 
(PRE), Lexone (PRE), Lorox (PRE), Lorox + Amiben (PRE) , llodown (PRE) , Premerge (PRE) , Premerge + Amiben 
(PRE) , Propachlor (PRE , seed beans only ) , Prowl + Amiben (PRE) , Prowl + Lorox (PRE) , Ramrod (PRE, seed 
beans only), Sencor (PRE), Surflan (PRE) , Surflan + Dyanap (PRE) , Surflan + Lo rox (PRE) , Surflan + 
Sencor / Lexone (PRE) , Treflan (PPI) + Hodown (PRE), Vernam (PP I ) + Amiben (PRE), Vernam (PPI) + Dyanap 
(PRE), Vernam (PPI) +Lorex (PRE) , Vernam + Treflan (PPI). See Herbicide Dictionary for additional 
information. 
Herbicide 
(See Weed Response 
Chart before 
selecting herbicides) 
AATREX / ATRAZINE 4L3 
Herbicide 
(Se e Weed Response 
Chart before 
selecting herbicides) 
ATRAZINE 4L 3 
DUAL 8E 
BICEP 4 .SL 
Sandy 
Loam 











l l:i -2 l:i % OM 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2l:i % 0!1 
Proso Millet 








l l:i -2 l:i % 0!1 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2l:i % OM 
Forage Sorghum 
Applic ation Time, Remarks and 
Approximate CostLA Broadcast 
EPP, PPSA , PPI or PRE .•. Do not use 
on foxtail millets. Do not plant 
wheat on treated fields during year 
of use. Injury and carryover can be 
a problem on calcareous outcroppings, 
eroded areas and on terraced fields . 
Approx , cost Sl.2Q- S2.40. 
Application Time, Remarks and 
Approximate CostiA Broadcast 







2 . 5 pt 
EPP, PPSA, PPI, PRE or SURFACE MIX ... 
Make prep l ant applications only on 
fine textured soils . Heavy rains may 
leach and cause crop injury. Approx. 
cost 4 . 80 - 7 
EPP, PPSA, PPI , PRE or SURFACF. ~liX ... 
Seed must be Concep treated. 
2 qt on 2 . 4 qt Approx . cost : Dual $9 .4 0- $15.65; 3 . 2 qt 
______________________________ l~--l~.s~%~O~M~ ____________________________ Bicep $12 . 95- $17,25, 
3Additional formulations are available. Use rates that give comparable amounts of active ingredient: 
1 pt Lorox L = 1 . 0 lb SOW 
1 pt Sencor Lor Lexone 4L = 1 lb SOW = 0 .6 7 lb Lexone DF or Sencor DF 
4consult label for surface blend rates . 5Do not use on soils with less than 1% organic matter. Increased injury risk on soils where triazine 
carryover exists. 





WEED RESPONSE TO POSTEMERGENCE HERBICIDES 
See pages 22-28 for additional pr oblem weeds and t heir c on trol. 
Res 12 onse ratings: 
" Ratings are for annual ... N 
weeds less than 4" tall, 0 Ul () .c 
moderate populations , +J 
" and favorable conditions. .-< 0 
High populations or 0 '-< E Ul Ul > QJ 






r educe control. 0 ... ... () 
"' 
+J QJ QJ 
" 
.... QJ +J :>, 
E Excellent (90-10 0%) .-< 
"' " 










QJ ~ nj 
'" 
+J () QJ QJ QJ 
" 
"-' 
"' '" G Good (75-90%) 
'" "' 












.... .-<  
'" 
.-< QJ ... a. . .... 
" "' 




0 +J () Ul () +J 
F Fair (50 - 75 %) 




0 ..... Ul +J QJ QJ .c .0 +J +J .-< QJ 
"' " p Poor (0- 50 %) 
"' "' " " 
"-' -"' .0 .-< +J Ul .c .0 .c 
" " 
+J '0 .w ... "-' > .0 a. r< QJ 
....  ... ... "-' () 
"' 
.-< X E () E 
"' "' "' " "' "' 
c: .-< 0 ..... +J 










.c E ::J QJ i " 00 nl .o E .0 .0 () () "-' <u -"' .-<
" 
a. ... Ul Ul Ul Ul > () Ul O. 
Corn 
AAtrex/ Atrazine + crop oil F E F G E F p G E E E E E E F F p E E E E G 6- 18 
Ban vel E E p F E p p p F G G G G G E p p E G F E G 1- 2 
Basagran + At r azine p G p F E p p p E G G G G E p p p E E E E E 2- 6 
Bladex F G F G G G F G E E E E G E F F p E G G G F 2 
Buctril/ Brominal p E p E E p p p E G G E G E G p p E E E E E 0 
2 , 4-D F E p p E p p p G G G G G G E p p F G G p F 1 
2,4-D + Banve l G E p F E p p p F G G E G G E p p E G G E G 1- 2 
Sorghum 
AAtrex/ Atrazine + crop oil F E p G E F p F E E E E E E F p p E E E E F 6-1 8 
Ban vel E E p F E p p p F G G G G G E p p E G F E F l-2 
Dasagran + Atrazine p G p F E p p p E G G G G E p p p E E E E E 2-6 
Brominal/ Buctril p E p E E p p p E G G E G E G p p E E G E E 0 
Roundup- ropewicks, wipers, etc . 6 G G F G G G F E G F F G 0 
2 , 4- D F E p p E p p p G G G F G G E p p p G F p F 1 
Soybeans 
Basagran p F p p E p p p E p p p * p G p p p E E G G E 0 
Basagran + Blazer p G p F E p p p E p F G G E p p p E E G G E 0 
Blazer p E p G F F G F E F F G E E p F F E p F G 0 
Fusilade p p E p p E E G p p p p p p p E E p p p p E 1 
Poast p p E p p E E G p p p p p p p E E p p p p E 0 
Poast + Basag ran p F E p E G E G E p p p p G p E F G E G G E 0 
Rescue p p p p G p p p p p p p p G p p p p G p p G 0 
Roundup- ropewicks , wipe r s, etc . 6 G G F G G G F F E G F F E 0 
Res12onse ratings: '1::1 
Ul QJ QJ 
Ul Cll '0 () 
Weeds less than 4" tall '0 Cll 
" 
Cll Cll +J 
" Cll ... Ul 
"' 
Cll Ul '0 
"' 
QJ 
except less than 2" for '0 Cll () ... ..... 3 ... ... Cll Cll +J 
Brominal/ Buctril treiltments. ... 
" 
:>, Cll a. 
"' "' '" 
.c () Ul 
nj +J c: +J ..... Cll a. +J 
" 
::J .c ·M N 
E Excellent (90 - 100%) +J 0 c: ... Cll a. .-< Ul ... Ul -"' +J () Ul Ul Ul c: Cll nj +J +J '0 Cll 
"' 
() +J +J '-< .C G Good (75 - 90 %) 
"' 
-"' a. ::J 
'" 




Q) Cll QJ .W 
F Fair (50 - 7 5%) E '" 0' 
... 0 ..... QJ 0 .0 .-< > 
"' " +J '0 ..... Ul +J 0 .c .c .-< :>, 0 p Poor (0 - 50 %) QJ () .-< .c .0 Ul ... +J a. .... Ul '0 '0 '0 .-< E ::J QJ QJ () E 0 '0 QJ c: 
" 
.-< .-< ...; ..... 






..... . .... ..... 0 c: 
.0 QJ "-' -"' .-< a. ... Ul Ul .w 
" " " 
Ul ..... 
Small Grains 
Brominal/ Buctril (Bromoxynil) E E E F G F G G E E G E 1 
Glea n E F E F E E E F E G E F E 6- 48 
HCPA G p G F G F F F G F G p F F 1 
MCPA + Bromoxynil (Brominal 3+3 o r Ilronate) F E E F E E G G E E G E G 1 
2,4 - D E F E G E E E G E E E p E G 1 
2 , 4- D + Ban vel F E E E E E E E E E G E E E 1- 2 
2,4-D + Brominal/ Buctril E E E G E E E E E E E E E G 1 
1crop varieties vary in their response to herbicides. 2The lower number applies t o eastern Nebraska, the large number to western Nebras ka. Values will vary 
6with soil and rainfall or irrigation. For more information see " Herbicide Carryover" , G74-180. *Ratings for weeds likely to be enough taller than c r op for selective treatment . 
Good control of hairy nightshade . 
** Not triazine res i stant. 
10 
FIELD CROPS POSTEMERGENCE & LA YBY TREATMENTS 
Excellenc growing conditions make weeds more susceptible to postemergence herb icides . Likewise, 
crops may be more subject to herbicide damage when growing rapidly. Adjust herbicide dosages downward 
when excellent conditions for growth are present the week before application and upward when ideal growth 





























2 .4-D LV ester 
2,4-D amine 
+ 
Ban ve l 4WS 
Ban vel 4WS 
Banvel 4WS 
Lasso 4EC alone 
or with 
Atrazine 4L3 
Prowl 4EC alone 
or with 
Atrazine 4L3 


























0. 75-1.5 qt 
1-1.2 qt 
Basag r an 4WS 0.75-1 qt 
MCPA 0.5-1 pt 
Brominal ME4 0.5-0.75 pt 
or Buctril 2EC or 1-1.5 pt 
+ + 
2.4-D amine or MCPA 0.5 pt 
2,4-D amin e 0.5-1 pt 
Glean 0.17 oz 
Application 
Time 




less than 2" 
Broadleaf weeds 
2-6"; grass 
weeds 1" or 
less; also at 






1" or less; 
corn before 






Before co rn 
is B" high, 
over 8" use 
drop nozzles 
Before corn 




corn is 40" 
tall 
From 4-11" to 
layby 







Weeds and oats 
in 3-4 leaf 
stage 
3-4 leaf stage 
of oats 
Fall or earl y 
spring; broad-
leaf weeds 
{Continued next page) 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Do not treat winter barley with 2 ,4-D 
in the fal l . Follow with small grain 
on Gl ean treated fields. For wild 
buckwheat use Brominal/ Buctril as 
listed for winter wheat. Ap p rox . 
co3t; 2.4-D $.65-$1.50; Glean S2.B5. 
Use Atrazine with water-oil mixture. 
Lower Atrazine rates control broadleaf 
weeds. Mak.e layby applications when 
corn is 20-30" tall and weed s less 
than 1 1/ 2" tall. Approx. cost; 
$4.80-$17.30. 
Use with crop oil concentrate, 20 gal 
water and 40 psi . Increase rate 50% 
on weeds 3-B" tall. Approx. cost 
Use Bladex BOW with water or vegetable 
oils or surfactants. Reduc e rates by 
1/ 3 on sandy soils. Do not use Bladex 
4L. Approx. cost $9 .00. 
Contact herbicide. Thorough coverage 
important. Correct nozzles, pressure, 
spray volume , rate and weed size im-
portant. Labeled for tank mix with 
2,4-D or Atrazine. Approx. cost 
- 7 
Late r applications may cause brittle-
ness and stalk breakage. Use lower 
rate when good growing conditions 
exist to reduce corn injury. Do not 
use Banvel within 1/2 aile of sugar 
beets, fieldbeans, alfalfa, soybeans, 
gardens and ornamentals unless drop 
nozzles are used on corn over 8". Do 
not apply between June 20 and Sept. 1 
if sensitive crops are nearby. Approx 
cost; 2,4-D $.65-$2.00; 2,4-D + 
; Banyel $3.15. 
Use only on silty clay loam soil con-
taining more t han 2 1/ 2% organic ma t-
ter. Observe precautions regarding 
Banvel use near sensitive crops 
specified aboye. Approx. cost $6.35. 
Apply after furrowing or final cul-
ti va tion. Weeds less than l l / 2" tall 
may be controlled with Lasso/ Atraz ine 
combination. Approx. cost; Lass o 
SlO.B0-$16.20; Lasso + Atrazine 
1 -
Cover brace roots by cult ivation be-
fore application. Incorporate by 
tillage, ir r igation or rain within a 
week. Approx. cost; Prowl $3.4 5-
. Prowl + Atrazine $5.75-$9.65. 
Good spray coverage essential. Weeds 
showing moisture stress or over 6" 
tall are poorly controlled. Controls 
hairy nightshade but not eastern black 
nightshade . Oi l concentrate may im-
prove performance on some speci.es. 
Approx. cost Sl7.B5-S23.30. 
Thorough coverage required wi th 
Brominal and Buctril. Approx. cost; 
MCPA $.75-$1.50; Brominal/ Buctril 
+ 2,4-D $6.15-$9.00. 
Some injury fr om 2 ,4-D may be expected 
at any stage. Approx. cost Sl.OO. 
Follow with small grain. Approx. 
cost $2.B5. 
1 1 













2,4 - D amine 
+ 






2,4 - D amine 
or 
2,4-D LV ester 
Brominal 11E4 
or 
















2,4 - DB) 
4WS 
2QOO 
2 , 4-D amine 
or 







(All treat- + 




0 . 67 pt 
+ 




Q, 5 at 
1 pt 
or 
0 . 5 pt 
0.5 - 0.75 pt 
or 
1- 1.5 pt 
2.7 lb 




1.5- 2 pt 
+ 
t 
l. 5-2 pt 
+ 
1.5 pt 
1-1. 5 p t 
1 pt 
3- 4 qt 
1- l. 5 pt 
or 
0 . 5- 1 pt 
1- 1.5 pt 
or 
Q, 7 + 1 pt 
0.5 - 0 . 75 pt 
or 





are l" tall 






is 4- 12" high. 






Within 33 days 
after plant-
ing; weeds 
less than 8" 
Most suscep-
tible weeds 









less than n 
Weeds under 









til l ered 
Remarks a nd Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Use highest rate for sunflower and 
kochia . Do not use on r ed skinned 
o r e a rly matur ing wh i te v a riet i es 
nor wi thin 60 day s o f harvest . 
Approx . cost $6.30 - Sl2,6Q, 
Broadleaf weeds should be small and 
actively growing. Observe all Banvel 
precautions when susceptible crops are 
within 1/ 2 mile of application site. 
A cost 
Use with water-oil mixtures. Read 
product label . May give partial con-
trol of grass weeds under 1" . Approx . 
cost : Atrazine $2.90; Basagran + 
Atrazine $13.55. 
Spraying before 4" stage may inhibit 
root development . Spraying without 
drop nozzle after 12" through early 
boot may inhibit head developmen t ; do 
not use 2 , 4-D from early boot through 
soft dough stage . Approx. cost: 
2,4-D $.65-$1.00; Brominal/Buctril 
$5.25-$7.90. 
Combining Basagran with Poast reduces 
effectiveness on volunteer corn and 
shattercane. All treatments require 
use of crop oil concentrate or surfac-
tant. Good spray coverage essential. 
See label for rates and specific weed 
size. The addition of 2 oz of 2 , 4- DB 
improves effectiveness of Basagran and 
Blazer on larger weeds . Approx . cost: 
Amiben $18 .50; Basagran $17 . 80 - $23.30; 
Blazer $20 . 00; Basagran + Blazer 
$27 . 40 - $42.50 ; Basagran + Poast 
$39.20 - $44.70. 
Crop oil concentrate or surfactant and 
good coverage essential for effective 
control. Approx . cost : Fusilade 
$1 1.50-$1 6 .50 ; Poa s t $11 . 50 . 
Effective on large sunflower , cockle-
bur and giant ragweed . Add surfactant 
1/ 2% v/v. Approx . cost $10.50-$13.70. 
Do not spray winter wheat until we ll 
tillered. Spray broadleaf weeds as 
soon as good growing conditions occur . 
Refer to page 21 for blue mustard con-
trol. Approx. cost S.6!;i - $1 , 5Q . 
Thorough coverage required . Most 
broadleaf weeds should be in 2-4 leaf 
stage or mustards in early rosette 
stage. Approx. cost $6.15-$9.00. 
ments except ~~-~D~a~m~i~n~e~------~~~~t~-----------------------------------------------------------------
2 , 4- D control 











wheat is in 
2- 3 leaf stage 
and broadleaf 
weeds less 
than 2" tall; 
before April 1 
. s . 
(Continued next page) 
Controls most troublesome broadleaf 
weeds. Approx. cost $2.35. 
Controls most troublesome broadleaf 
weeds . Add 0 . 25% surfactant if weeds 
are present. Do not use on soils with 
pH above 7 . 9. Use in wheat , wheat -
fallow or wheat-spring small grain 
rotations. May be combined with other 
postemergence herbicides. Approx. 
cost S2 , 85- $7.SQ . 
12 
(Continued from page 11) 
ADDITIONAL REGISTERED POSTENERGENCE TREATMENTS: 
Barley- Oats: 2,4 - D + Banvel . 
Corn: Banvel + Atrazine, Basagran, Dowpon M + 2 , 4- D directed , Evik directed , Lorox directed, 
Premerge in spike stage. 
Sorghum: Banvel when sorghum is in 3 - 5 leaf stage, Basagran . 
Soybeans: Butoxone/ Butyrac , Dyanap/ Klean Krop, Lasso + Premerge, Lorox directed, Lorox + Butyrac 
directed , Premerge, Premerge + Amiben , Poast + Basagran + Blazer . 
Winter Wheat: Banvel , MCPA , Tordon 22K + 2,4-D, Glean with 2,4 - D or Banvel or Karmex. 
3Additiona l formulations are available. Use rates that give comparable amounts of active ingredient : 
1 qt AAtrex or Atrazine 4L = 1.25 lb AAtrex or Atrazine 801·1 = 1.1 lb AAtrex Nine - 0 
1 pt Sencor L or Lexone 4L = 1 lb SOW = 0 . 67 lb Lexone DF or Sencor DF 
7Low volati le ester and salt formulations preferred over vola tile esters such as butyl and isopropy l 
because of fume hazards. 2,4 - D and MCPA calculated on the basis of 4 lb/gal of acid equi valen t (the 
chemicals responsible for herbicidal ef f ects) . For other formulations see Conversion Table page 39 . 
*Registered for popcorn . 
WEED RESPONSE TO HERBICIDES IN SELECTED CROPS 
Plant response may be altered by growing conditions , geneti c var iation in crops and weeds , soil type, 
pH, organic matter and rates of application. Ratings may vary from season to season and geographical 
areas within t h e state. Ratings apply when herbicides are used at rates suggested. 
Response Ratings: 
Ratings are for 1 ight to 
moderate weed populations 
and fa vorable conditions. 
High weed popultions or 
adverse conditions will 
reduce control. 
E Excellent (90 - 100%) 
G Good (75 - 90%) 
F Fair (50 - 75%) 
P Poor (0 - 50%) 
Herbicide and Application Site 
(pre on soil or post on foliage ) 
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Eptam/ Genep- pre 
Eptam/ Genep + Treflan or Prowl-pre 
Sencor/Lexone- pre 
G E P 
F E P 
P G F 
P E F 






E P F G 
E P E G 






G F P E E P P P 
G P F E E P P P 
E E G P P G F G 
E E G F P G F G 











Sencor / Lexone + Dual - pre 
Sencor/Lexone- post 
E G F E 
F P G E 








Dual + Treflan-pre F E P E E 
Eptam/ Genep or Eptam + Sonalan- pre G E P E E 
Eptam/Genep + Treflan or Prowl - pre F E P E E 
Eptam/ Genep + Dual-pre F E P E E 
Eptam/ Genep + Lasso- pre F E P E E 
Lasso or Dual - pre P E P E E 
Lasso + Treflan-pre F E P E E 
An to r - pre 
Eptam/ Genep layby 
Nortron- pre 
Nortron + Antor - pre 
Ro-Neet-pre 
Betanal + Betanex or Betamix - post 
Betanex - post 
Herbicide 273 - post 
Poast-post 
Dacthal 75W- pre 




Prefar 4E + Alanap- pre 
p E p 
G E P 
G F 
p E P 




p E p 
E G E P 
E E E P 
G G G 
E G E P 
E E E P 
p p p F 
p p p p 
p p F p 















P G P 
p E p 



















P P**P G P 
G G G P F 
G E G F P 
G G G P F 
G E G P F 
G E E P F 
G G G G P 
G G G P F 
P p E 
E G P 
E E P 
E E P 
E G P 
E G P 
F p p 
E G P 
E G G 
p p F 
p p F 
p p F 
p p F 
p p F 
p p p 
p p F 
Sugar Beets 
P F G 
F G E 
G G F 
G E F 
P G G 
F G F 
F G F 
F F F 


















































E P P G 
G P G G 







p p p 
p p p 
G P 
G P P 
p p p 
F F P 
F F P 
G G P 
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1 - 2 
6-12 




















3 - 8 
0 
1 - 2 
3 - 8 
6- 12 
4- 6 
~Crop v arieties v ary in their response 
The lowe r number applied to eastern 
with soil and rainfall or irrigation. 
**Good control of hairy nightshade . 
Nebraska , the large number of western Nebraska . Values will vary 
For more infor mation see "Herbicide Carryover", G74-180. 
Herbicide 
( See ~leed Response 
Cha rt before 
se l ecting herbicides) 
EPTMI 7E/ GENEP 
EPTMI 7E/ GENEP 
+ 
TREFLAN 4EC 
EPTA M 7E/ GENEP 
+ 
PROI-IL 4EC 
SE NCOR/'LEXONE 4L3 




SOIL APPLIED HERBICIDES 
Sand y 
Loam 




a mo unt of 
o r od uct / A 
<l !,; % OM l l,; - 2) % OM 
S i l t y - Clay 
Loam 
> 2 lj % OM 
Potatoes 
3 .5 pt 3 .5 pt 
2.5 pt 2.5 pt 2 . 5 pt 
+ + + 
l [2t l I2t l I2t 
3 pt pt 3 pt 
+ + + 
l pt l. 5 pt 1. 5 pt 
pt 1 .5 pt pt 
l pt l pt l pt 
+ + + 
2 pt 2 . 5 pt 2 . 5 pt 
Application Ti me , Re marks and 
Approximate Cost/ A Broadcast 
PPI, DRAG - OFF or LAYBY ... Appl y a nd 
incorporate before planting o r after 
potato plan ts hav e emerged . Th e 
Superio r va r ie t y i s s e nsit ive to 
Epta m; u nder stress injur y will 
occur. Approx. c o st $10 . 70 . 
PRE UP TO a nd J UST BEF OR E DRAG - OFF . • . 
Inco rp o rate chemica l immediately 
after application. Set incorporation 
equipment so t h at herbicide i s n o t 
concentrated over the r ow . The 
Superior varie t y is sensi ti ve to 
Epta m and injury may occur . Approx. 
cost: Eptam/Genep + Treflan $13 .1 5 ; 
Epta m/'G e n e p + P ro1·1l Sll . 40 - $12 . 55 . 
PRE BEF ORE CR OP EllERGENCE or AFT ER 
DRAG - OFF .. • Do n o t plant treated area 
to sensitive crops such as on io ns or 
sugar beets during next growing 
season . Superior and Atlantic vari -
eties a r e sensiti v e to Sencor / Lexone. 
Approx. cost: Dual + Sencor/ Lexone 
$12. 5 5- $15 .7 0; Sencor / Lexone $12.60-
25. 0 
OTHE R REGISTERED TREATMENTS FOR POTATOES : Dacthal (PRE), Dowpon M (PRE), Lorox (PRE) , Premerg e (PR E) , 
Telone (PP I ) , Tre fla n (PRE). See Herbicide Dictionar y for additional infor mation . 
Herbicide 





EPT!'.N 7 E/ GENEP 
Sandy 
Loa m 
<l lj % 0!1 
3 0 lb 
or 
. 3.5 pt 
Appl y this 
commercial 








3 . 5 p t 
Application Ti me , Re marks and 
Appr o x imate Cost/'A Broadcast 
PPI • .. ftpply to d r y surface soil ; 
irrmtedia t el y i nc o rp o rate \',•it h disc o r 
fiel d culti vator . Apply layby at 
time of last culti vation as a direct -
ed spray or direct g ranu l es to the 
base of the plants befo r e bean pods 
start to for m . Do not feed or 
pastu r e vine s wit h in 45 da y s after 
___________ _________________ _______ a pol ica t ion . App rox . cost Sl 0. 7 0. 
EPTAII 7E/ GENEP 
with 
SON.ALAN 3 EC 
or wi t h 
PROWL 4EC 





or wi t h 
LASSO 4EC 




















l. 5 pt 
or 
4 pt 




















1.5 p t 
or 
4 pt 










2 . 5 pt 
PP I • . . Apply t o dr y s urface soil, 
im mediatel y inco rpo r ate with a disc 
or field culti vator. Sonalan may in -
jure sugar beets and sorghum t h e 
follow i ng year. Plowing reduces in -
jury . App rox. cost : Eptam/ Genep + 
Dual $17.00; Eptam/ Genep +Lasso 
$1 8 .40; Eptam/Genep + Sonal an $14.20; 
Sonalan +Dual $1 7. 60; Sona l an + 
Lasso $19.00 ; Eptam/Genep + Prowl 
$12 . 6 0 . 
PPI . .. Do not follow with fall seeded 
small grain. Sugar beets and sorg h um 
ma y be injured the next year. Plowin g 
red u c e s injury . Approx . cost: Lasso 
+ Treflan $12.35; Dual + Treflan 
$11.95; Eptam/Genep + Trefl a n $ 9 . 40 . 
P RE , PP I or S URFACE !!IX ••• Surface 
mixino will impr o v e weed control and 
reduce crop InJury . Approx. cost: 
Dual $15.65 : Lasso 516 . 20 . 
OTHER REGISTF.RED TREATMENTS FOR FI ELDBEANS : Amiben (PRE) , Dacthal (PRE ) , Furloe (PRE ) , Premerge ( PRE), 
Treflan (PPI) . See Herbicide Dictionary for additional informa t ion . 
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Herbicide 























4.S - 6 
4 . S- 7.S 
2- 4 
l-2 



















product / A 
Silt 
Loam 












3 .S pt 
or 
30 lb 
3.3 - 4.S pt 
or 
2S - 3S lb 
Application Time , Remarks and 
Approximate Cost/ A Broadcast 
PPI or PRE . .. Furrow irrigation apply 
preplant and incorporate l to 2"; for 
sprinkler irrigation apply preemer-
gence at planting or shortly after 
and immediately irrigate with O. S" 
water. Approx. cost: Antor $28.00 -
$46 . 60; Nortron $3S.4S-$S9.00; 
Nortron + Antor $21 .10- $26.40 . 
LAYBY .. . Apply Eptam after thinning 
and clean cultivation; incorporate 
immediately 2" deep with a rolling 
cultivator. Approx. cost $6.SS -
l0 . 7 . 
PPI . . • Immediately mix into dry soil 
with power incorporator 2 to 3". 
Crop injury may occur on sandy soils 
below l% organic matter or with 
highly saline or alkaline soil con-
ditions . Use lower rate on coarse 
textured soils or if postemergence 
treatments are planned . Primar il y 
annual grass control. Approx. cost 
$1S .80-$2S.90. 
SUGAR BEETS POSTEMERGENCE 
Rate Per Acre 
Ounces Per 7" Band 
22" Row 30" Row 
23 - 31 17 - 22 
23-39 17- 28 





2 leaf stage 
and weeds in 
cotyledon to 
4 leaf stage 
Beets 4- 6 true 
leaves; weeds 
less than S" 
tall 
Grass l-3" 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast ______ __ 
Use lower rates on small beets or when 
using a split- application. Works best 
on Nortron or Ro- Neet treated fields 
but wait till 4 leaf stage if beets 
show signs of injury. Treat in late 
afternoon to reduce injury. Betamix 
gives more effective kochia control. 
Approx. cost : Brdcst $37 . 10- $48.20; 
22" row $ll.60- $1S.30; 30" row $8.2S-
Use higher rates on large weeds. Apply 
when temperatures are above 60 F . Do 
not apply when sugar beets are past 
the 8 leaf stage of growth. Primarily 
for wild buckwheat and sunflower con-
trol . Approx. cost: Brdcst $9.90-
$19 . 80; 22" row $3.1S-$6.3S; 30" row 
Use higher rate for larger grass or 
grass under drought stress. Requires 
l qt crop oil concentrate per acre. 
See label. Approx. cost Sll . S0 - $2l.SO . 
OTHER REGISTERED TREATMENTS FOR SUGAR BEETS: Betanal (POST) , Chem-Hoe (PPI), Endothall (POST) , Endothall 
(PRE), Eptam (PPI), Pre-Beta (PPI), Pyramin W (PRE), Pyramin W + Dowpon M (POST), Pyramin W + Endothall 
(PRE), Pyramin W + TCA (PRE), TCA (PRE) , Tillam (PPI). 
3Additional formula t ions are available. Use rates that give comparable amounts of active ingredient: 
l p t Sencor L or Lexone 4L: l lb SOW: 0 . 67 lb Lexone DF or Sencor DF 
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Goal l. 6E 
Commercial Product 
Rate Per Acre 
4- 6 qt 
+ 
4-8 qt 
6- 12 lb 
1-1.5 pt 
8- 14 lb 
0 . 5-0 . 75 pt 
0 . 6- 1.25 pt 
Application 
Time 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/A Broadcast 
Melons and Cucurbits 
Preplant 
Crop 4-5 true 
leaves 










have 2-5 true 
ea es 
Onions 2 fully 
developed true 
leaves ; weeds 
eaves 
Immediately incorporate to a dep t h of 1 •. Use 
lower rate on sandy soil. Controls many annual 
grasses and broadleaf weeds . Approx. cost 
Crop should be weeded prior to application. 
Controls annua l grasses . Use lower rate on 
sandy soil. Approx. cost $27 . 00 - $45 . 00 . 
Direct material to soil between the rows and 
mechanically incorporate. Controls germinating 
annual grasses and some broadleaves . Use the 
lower rate on sandy soils. Approx. cost 
Preplant incorporation not recommended . Use 
lowe r rate on soils with less than 1% organic 
matter. Approx . cost $36 . 00-$63 . 00 . 
Water volume is important. Use 50 - 70 gal of 
water per acre . Do not add surfactants. 
Approx . cost $5.65-$8 . 50 . 
Do not apply to onions under drought stress . 
Do not mix Goal with oil , surfactant or 
fertilizer . Approx . cost $4.30 - $9.00. 
WEED RESPONSE TO SELECTED ALFALFA HERBICIDES 
Ul 
Ul 
I!) I!) I!) 
Ul 
" 
Ul Ul '0 0 
Ul 0 
" " " 
c 
" 
<ll >. <ll ::J 
'" '" 
" 
E c ...., <ll p, ...., 
" Response Ratings: ~ c 0 c 
" 






'0 ::J .-< 
E - Excellent (90-100%) 
" 






0' <ll ·rl ::J <ll ...., G Good (75 - 90%) >. <ll >. '0 
'" 
·rl Ul <ll .0 .0 .0 >. 
F Fair (50 - 7 5%) c '0 c -< ...., .0 ~ 3 ...., '0 p, Ul p, 
" 
c 3 <ll X u ~ c I!) c 0 p Poor (0 - 50%) 
'" '" 
0 ·rl 0 0 
'" 
· rl ~ '" .0 nJ " .0 '0 '0 
"" "" 
-" .-< p, Ul Ul 
...., u 
Prep I ant 
Balan E p E p E G E G G G p p G 
Eptam/ Genep E p E p E G G G p G p p G 
Seedling or established 
Butyrac/ Butoxone p p p p p p F G F p p p G 
Kerb G p p p G G F p G G p p G 
Established 
Karmex E F F G E E G G F F E E G 
Lexone/ Sencor G G E E F E E E G p E E G 
Paraquat F p F p F p p p p p p p G 
Princep G F E E F E E E G F E E G 
Sinbar F G E E F G E E G F E E G 























2,4-D LV ester 












1- 2 qt 
2- 3 qt 
t 
Diquat 1 pt 
Paraquat/ Gramoxone 1-2 pt 





2,4-D LV ester 
1 qt 
1. 5-2 gal 
or 





3- 10 days prior 
to seed harvest 
3-6 days prior 







7 or more days 
before harvest 




7- 10 days be-
fore harvest 
65% brown pods 
Hard dough stage 
7 or more days 
before harvest 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Desiccant . Do not graze or feed 
treated forage. Approx . cost: 
Desiccant. Do not feed treated forage 
nor graze treated areas. Approx. 
cost $2.50- $5.20. 
Rescue operation for late control of 
sunflower , cocklebur, vel vet leaf and 
other late broadleaf weeds. Only 
certain brands labeled for this use. 
Brittleness and kernel fill not 
affected if silks are dry and polli -
nation is complete . Approx. cost 
Rescue operation for control of sun-
flower, bindweed and pigweed. Only 
certain brands labeled for this use . 
A 0 
Desiccant. Highly toxic products. 
Apply with diesel, crop oil or sur -
factant mixed with water. Approx. 
cost $6 . 40 - $9 . 60 . 
Desiccant. Follow label on water vol-
ume and surfactant use. May require 
second application 5 days later. 
Approx . cost $7.90. 
Desiccant . Do not use on seed 
potatoes nor potatoes to be stored. 
Add drift retardant to reduce injury 
to nearby crops. Follow label on 
water volume and surfactant use . 
Approx. cost $6.50-$12.20 . 
Rescue operation for late control of 
sunflower, cocklebur , vel vetleaf and 
pigweed . Only certain brands labeled 
for this use . Grain quality not 
affected if milo is in soft dough or 
later stage of growth . Approx . cost 
Desiccant . Products are sodium chlor -
ate with fire retardant. Use in 
enough water to give good coverage. 
Do not graze or feed forage for 14 
days. Approx . cost $4 . 80-$6.40. 
Desiccant. Add drift retardant to re-
d uce injury to nearby crops. Follow 
label directions on water volume and 
X-77 additive. Do not graze for 15 
days. Approx . cost $6.50 . 
Rescue aeration for late weeds such 
as sunflower, kochia, pigweed and 
lambsquarters. To reduce breakage 
all green color should be gone from 
wheat joints . Only certain brands 
labeled for this use. Approx. cost 
7Low volatile ester and salt formulations preferred over volatile es t ers s uch as butyl and isopropyl 
because of fume hazards. 2 , 4- D and MCPA calculated on the basis of 4 lb/ gal of acid equivalent ithe 
chemicals responsible for herbicidal effects) . For other formulations see Conversion Table page 39. 
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FOR AGE CROPS, PASTURES & RANGES 










Epta rn 7E/ Genep 
Con~ercial Prod¥ct 
Rate Per Acre 
3-4 gt 
2 . 5- 3 . 5 pt 
Buty rac or 
Butoxone (2,4 - DB ) 
1- 3 qt 
Kerb SOW 1- 1 . 5 lb 
Application 
Time 
Prep lan t 
Posternerge nce. 
weeds less than 
3" tall; alfalfa 
2-4 t r ifoliate 
leaves 
Re marks and Approxi mate 
Cos t / A Broa:lcast 
Appl y to dry surface soil and 
i mmediatel y inc orporate by cross 
t a ndem discing or equivalent soil 
mix i ng. Use lower rate on sandy 
soil . Early legume injury may occur. 
Controls primarily annual grasses. 
Appr ox. cost: Balan $11.10-$14.B O; 
Eptarn/ Genep $7.65-10.7 0 . 
For broadleaf weeds. Rate var i es 
wi t h formulation and weed size. Do 
not use treated forage for 60 days, 
Do NOT confuse with 2,4- D. Use 
when temp e ra t ur e is above 50 F. 
Approx. cost $3 .50-$10.50 
Pre- or post- Controls downy brorne in established 
emergence to or seedling alfalfa wit h 3 o r more 
wi nter ann ual trifoliate leaves . Moi s ture neces-
grasses late sary for chemical acti v ity . Kerb 




one year or 
more ) 
Pr incep BOW 
Kar rnex BOW 
Sinba r BOW 
Lexone/ Sencor DF 
Paraquat/ Gra rnoxon e 
COOL- SEASON 2 , 4-D 
GRASS SEEDLINGS 
WARJ.I- SEASON 2, 4-D 
GRASS SEEDLI NGS 
WARM- SEASON AAtrex 4L 
GRASSES FOR 
SEED 
BIG BLUESTEM AAtrex 4L 
AND $WITCHGRASS 
(Established & 
new seedings ) 
RANGELAND AAt r ex 4L 
0 .5 - 2 lb 
1. 5- 3 lb 
0.5- 1 lb 
0 . 5- 1 lb 
1-2 pt 
1- 1.5 pt 
0 . 5- 1 pt 




fo r e freeze up 
Late fall to 
early spring 
to dormant 
a fa fa 
Late fa l l or 
ea r l y spring 
I mmediatel y 
after cutting 
2- to 4- l eaf 
stage of g rass 




wi thin 1 week 
after planting 
Fall onl y 
Primarily for winter annual weeds 
s uch as pennycress and other mus -
tards , Do not use on sand ; use lowest 
rates on soils with less than 1% 
organic matter . Karrnex works best on 
h igh pH soils. Spring application of 
Karrnex controls annual warm s eason 
grasses such as fo xtail and barnyard -
grass. Approx. cost : Princep $1.60 -
$7.50 ; Ka rrnex $6 . 75- $13 . 50; Sinbar 
$9 . 00 - $1B.OO ; Lexone/ Sencor $9.50 
• 0' 
Controls e me rged annual weeds . Add 
X- 77 surfactant . Approx . cost 
0- 0 
For broadleaf weeds. I f larger 
weeds ha ve formed canopy , increase 
rate to 1 qt. Approx. cost $ . 65-
$1.5 0. 
Do not use until sec ond year after 
seed ing . Less effecti ve in heavy 
plant residues. Use lower rate on 
sandy soils. Approx . cost $3.60 -
20 
Controls many annual grasses and 
broadleaf weeds. Do not use on 
sandy s oils or soils below 1% 
organic matter. Do no t c ut for 
hay or graze for 3 months. Approx. 
cost 
Controls winter annual brornes. In-
jures cool-season grasses. Do no t 
hay o r g r aze for 7 months. Red uce 
g raz i ng pressure to i mprove grass 
stands . Appl y onl y on neutral to 
acid soils. Approx . cost $1.20 -
NATIVE GRASS AAtrex 4L 2 qt Fall o r earl y To r enovate native pastures contain-
RENOVATION spr ing i ng big bluestern and swi tchgrass. 
(Eastern If r emnan t s are sparse , sod seed. 
Nebraska on Cont r ols bluegrass, most annual 
non- sandy s oil grasses and broadleaf weeds , sup-
wi th 1% or more presses smooth brorne . Do not cut 
organic rnatterlL---------------------------------------------------------fLo~r~h~a~y~.--~Aup~p~r~o~x~.~c~o~s~t~S~4~.~B~Ow·~------
(Continued next page) 
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FORAGE CROPS, PASTURES & RANGES (continued} 










Rate Per Acre 
Paraquat/ Gramoxone 1-2 pt 
Roundup 3WS 1 qt in 10 




I mmedia tely be-
f ore or after 
legume seeding 
Aug ust the 
season prior 
to seeding 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Suppresses estoolished sod. Seed 
legumes with a sod seeder. If grass 
i s less than 3" use lower rate. 
During year of establishment, graze 
intensively fo r only short periods . 
Add X- 77 surfactant. Appr ox . cost 
0-
Suppr esses est oolished sod. Seed 
grasses with a sod seeder. Do not 
graze seeded a rea until dormancy 
after second growing season. 
_________________________________________________________________________ Approx. cost $20.50. 
ANNUAL OR 2,~-D 
BIE NNIAL BROAD-
LEAF WEEDS IN 2 ,4 - D 
PASTURES AND + 




0 .5 pt 
Rosette stage 
in fall or when 
weeds are small 
in spring 
Withhold milk cows from grazing 
treated areas for 7 days. With 
Banvel mi xture do not harvest hay 
for dairy animals within 37 days . 
Do not use Banvel within 1/2 mile 
of sensiti ve crops. Combination 
controls greater variety of weed 
species. Approx. cost : 2 , 4- D 
$2 . 00: 2.4-D + Banyel $5.15. 
PERENNIAL 
BROADLEAF WEEDS 




wes tern ironweed 
and woolly loco, 
Flodman thistle, 
wavy leaf thistle 




Annual treatment for 2- 3 years may 
be necessary. Withhold lactating 






7 days. Wi th Banvel mixture do not 
harvest hay for dairy animals for 
37 days. Do not use within 1/2 mile 
of sensitive crops. Approx . cost: 
2,4-D $3.00; 2,4-D + Banvel $8.35 . 
7Low volatile ester and sa lt formulations preferred over vola t i le esters such as butyl and isopropyl 
because of fu me hazards. 2 , 4-D and MCPA calc ulated on the basis of 4 lb/gal of acid equivalent (the 
8chemicals responsible fo r herbicida l effects). For other fo rmulations see Conversion Table page 39 . Retr eatment may be necessary. 
Type of Applicator 
Recirculating sprayer 
(on soybeans on l y) 
Ropewick applicators - -
Pipewick, Widg ew ick , Bobar 
Roller appl icator 
Bean Bar--
Straight-Stream Noz zle 
Spreading Nozz le 
SPECIAL APPLICATION EQUIPMENT 
Soybeans & Grain Sorghum 
Corn and Shattercane Control Broadleaf Weed Control 




















RE~~RKS: Corn, shattercane and other weeds should be 8-1 2 inches taller than soybeans. When clumps of 
corn, shattercane and weeds are present, retreatment in the opposite direction is advisable with ropewick 
and roller applicators. Retreatment with al l units will be necessary to control late emerging weeds. 
Treatments also can be used where no crop is present. Velve tleaf is difficult to control with Roundup. 
Chemical costs per acre vary from $1 .0 0 with light weed infestations to $15 . 00 in heavy infestations. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS INCLUDING CHRISTMAS & FRUIT TREES* 



























2.5 - 5 lb 
*Paraquat/ Gramoxone 1-2 qt 
*Pr incep SOW 
*Roundup 3WS 




l - 5 lb 










trees at least 











trees at least 




trees at least 
2 years old; 
use only on 
fr ui t trees 
planted 1 year 







weeds at le ast 
2 months after 
transplanting 
*Denotes products registered for use on fruit trees. 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/A Broadcast 
Apply 20" band on each side of tree row after 
trees are planted. Some injury to trees may re -
sult on low organic matter soil. Approx. cost 
$122.00. 
Application must be made before weed seed 
ger mination. Two applications may be necessary 
for season long weed control. Approx. cost 
63.00- 7 
Keep off new bark and f ol i aqe. Control s broadleaf 
weeds . Approx. cost 2 -
Use on fruit trees limited to nonbearing trees. 
Add 1 qt crop oil concentrate per acre. Thorough 
coverage required. On ornamentals use nonionic 
surfactant with Fusilade . Approx . cost: 
Fusilade $21.50: Poast $21.50. 
only . Grasses should be treated before 
beyond 2-leaf stage. Use before bud 
new growt h hardens. Approx. cost 
Karmex use limited to conifers, honey locust, 
green ash, apples and peaches. Approx. cost 
$11.50-$23.00. 
Nonselective contact herbicide. Keep spray off 
tree foliage. Add X-77 surfactant. Approx. cost 
0 
Kochia may become resistant with repeated use. 
Use 1.5 lb on sandy or high pH soils . Apply 20" 
band on each side of tree row after trees are 
planted. Some injury to trees may result on 
low organic matter soils. Gi ve s poor control of 
Russian thistle. Approx. cost $4.90-$16.25. 
Do not spray green bark or foliage. Spray may 
contact brown bark. Use lower rate on annuals. 
Approx. cost $20.50-$S2.00. 
Fruit trees only. Approx. cost $2S.00-$56.00. 
Incorporate 2-3" deep prior to planting. After 
planting adjust machine to throw treated soil 
towards trees in the row. Approx. cost $2.55-
3.SS. 
Use on Scotch, Austrian and Ponderosa Pine only. 
Use lower rates on sandy soils, soils low in 
organic matter, and on first year plantings. 
May be applied directly over the trees before 





20 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL 
Slow Hoving and Still Water 
Important: Before treating any body of water containing fish, contact t he Game and Parks Commission 
local representati ve . Whenever possible treat before water weed growth becomes dense t o avoid fish 
suffocation due to oxygen depletion from decaying vegetation. When heavy growth is present in fis h 
containing waters , treat no more t han one- half of the area. After vegetation in the treated area 
















2,4 - D 
amine or ester 
20G 
Rate Per 
AF (Acre Foot ) or 
SA (Surface Acre) 
5.4 lb/ SA 
or 
0.67-1 . 25 gal/ AF 
13- 135 lb/ AF 
or 
0.3 - 3 . 2 gal/ AF 
1.7-6.8 lb/ AF 
l-2 gal/ SA 
100- 150 lb/ 1000 
sq ft 
1.50-4 qt/ AF 




























When growth first 
becomes vi sible 
water has warmed 





Post on foliage 





water Hyacinth Use sprays on 
water Lily emerg ed weeds 
Water Primrose when in full 
Duckweed leaf stage . 
Arrowhead Apply granules 
Pondweed when first 
Remarks and Approxi mate Cost 
No restrictions on water usage 
at recommended rates. Copper 
compounds can be corrosi ve to 
equipment. Us e Chelated 
Copper in high pH water. 
Approx. Cost/ SA: Copper 
Su fate 
Handle with caution, extremely 
irritating. Overdose can be 
harmful to fish. Do not use 
water within 14 days for 
irrigation or domestic uses. 
Approx. cost/ AF $13.00-$135.00. 
Treat total water volume. Best 
suited for still water. Do not 
use water for irrigation or 
li vestock use. Approx. cost 
$8 . 85- $35 . 35. 
Do not use water for 10 days 
for swimming, livestock or 
irrigation. Not effective in 
water with suspended silt. 
Approx. cost $63.20 - $126.40 . 
Do not use water for irriga-
tion, livestock or humans. Do 
not use fish for 90 days . 
Approx . cost $8 . 00 - $12.00/ 1000 
s t 
Do not use water for 14 days 
for l i vestock or irrigation. 




ORTHO X- 77 






Apply to well 
emerged vegeta-
tion 
STOCK & NURSE TANKS 
Can be applied to most water 
situations. No restr i ctions 
on use of water for irrigation, 
recreation and domestic pur-
poses . Approx. cost $102.00. 
Dissolve l oz copper sulfate in l pt of water in a glass jar. Add 3 tablespoons of the prepared solution 
to each 1,000 gallons of water. Mix thoroughly. Water can be used for crop spraying and livestock 
watering . 
Area or Use 
ROADSIDES 
(Broad leaf 















2 . 4-D 














Hyvar X SOW 
or 
Hyvar XL 2WS 
Krovar I SOW 
Atrazine 4L3 






Amitrol - T/ 
Cytrol - T 2WS 
Oust 
NON-CROP AREAS 
Apply Th is Amount 
Commercial Product Pgr ~ere 
or Per 100 Gallons ,1 
1 gt/A 
l gt/ A 
+ 
pt/ A 
gt / A 
5- 10 lb / A 
1. 5 gal/ A 
or 
l. 5 gal / A 
l qt/ A 
l - 4 qt in 10 gal 
or less water/ A 
4 pt/ 1000 sq ft 
or 
10- 20 lb / 1000 sg ft 
0.5 lb/ 1000 sq ft 
or 
0.75 pt / 1000 s o ft 
0 . 5 lb / 1000 sg ft 
0.25- 0 . 5 pt / 10 00 s a ft 
0.25 - 0.5 lb/ 1000 sg ft 
0 . 25-0.5 pt/ 1000 sg ft 
0.12 - 0.25 lb/ 1000 sq ft 
or 
2- 4 l b/ 1000 sg ft 
2 qt/ A in 10 gal or 
less water / A 
2 gal/ A 





Pes teme rae nee 
So on after 
d i tches are 
open. Treat 
befor e weeds 
appea r or soon 
thereafter 
Broad leaf 








or earl y post 
Re marks and Approxi mate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
21 
Repeat treatments may be 
necessary. Do not use 
Ba nve l or To rdo n near 
s uscept i ble p l ants/trees . 
Approx. cost: 2 , 4-D 
$2.00 ; 2,4 - D + Banvel 
SS . 35 : Tordon $46.0 0 . 
use enoug h wa ter to in -
sure good c overage. Use 
50 mesh to coarser 
screens . May injure 
nearby trees and s h rubs. 
Approx. cost: Karmex 
$23.00-$46 . 00; AAtrex/ 
Atrazine $14.40; Princep 
Approx . cost $2 . 00 . 
Nonselective. No 
residual control. Use 
the lower rate on annual 
weeds and perennial 
grasses, the h igher rates 
on perennial broadleaf 
weeds. Approx. cost 
Koc h ia has bec ome resi s -
tant to triazines in some 
areas. Consult label for 
specific instructions on 
p r oble m weeds and condi -
tions . Do not use near 
root zones of trees or 
other desirable plants . 
Do not use on land sub-
ject to wi nd or water 
e ros i on un less eros i on 
i s c ontrolled . Approx. 
cost/ 1000 sq ft: 
Pra mitol $8.40; Hyvar 
$3.25; Krovar $4 . 30; 
At r az i ne $.30 - $.60; 
Kar mex $1.15 - $2 . 30; 
Princep $.50-$1 . 00; 
Spike $2 . 50 - $5.00 . 
Nonselective . Perennial 
gras s es should have good 
top growth. Kills all 
annuals . Approx. cost: 
Roundup $41 . 00 ; Amitrol-T 
Suppresses height and 
heading of bromegrass 
and other c ool season 
grasses. Controls most 
an nual weeds including 
sandbur. Trace amounts 
can harm crops and gar -
dens . Imperative t hat 
label directions are read 
and followed. Approx. 
cost $7 . 50-$15 . 00 . 
3Additional formulations are a vailable . Use rates that give comparable a mounts of active ingredient: 
l qt AAtrex or Atrazine 4L: 1.25 lb AAtrex or Atrazine SOW : 1 . 1 lb AAtrex Nine- 0 
l qt Princep 4L: 1.25 Princep BOW 7Low volatile ester and salt formulations preferred over volatitle esters such as butyl and isopropyl 
because of fume hazards. 2,4 - D and MCPA calculated on the basis of 4 lb/ gal of acid equivalent (the 
chemicals responsible for herbicidal effects ) . For othe r formulations see Conversion Table page 39. 
9For spot treatment add 1 1/ 2 tablespoons of herbicide per gallon of water for each 1 qt per acre 





TROUBLESOME WEEDS & WOODY PLANTS 
Best control will be obtained if treatments are mad e when plants are actively growing. Plan to make 
more t han one treatment. An application just before flowering and a second application on fall regrowth 
















2,4 - D amine 
+ 
Banvel 4WS 
Commercial Product P§r ~ere 














Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/A Bro<rlcast 
Use drop nozzles on crop 
taller than 8" . See no-
till section on page 29 
to kill alfalfa sod. Sor-
ghum 3- 5 leaf stage . 
Approx. cost : 2 , 4-D + 
Banvel $4 . 20; Banvel 
$3.20. 
For use in corn. Use drop 
nozzles on corn taller 
than 8". Approx. cost 
-----------------------------------------------------~~----------------
2,4 - D LV ester 1 qt 18- 24" tall 
BLUE MUSTARD k2L'~4=-D~LgVy_£e~s~t£e~r _____________ 0~.5~p~th-__________ __ Nov. 15- f.larch 










2,4 - D amine 
Glean 
2,4 - D LV ester 
Atrazine 4L 














Sencor/ Lexone 4L 
(split-application) 
Tordon 22K 


























e on ation 










Weeds 3-5 leaf 
stage in corn 
or sorghum 







Weeds 3- 5 leaf 
stage in corn 





stage or when 
growing 
actiyely8 
June or when 
growing 
actively8 
(Continued next page ) 
For use where no crop is 
present. Approx. cost 
Use only on fully tillered 
wheat. Approx. cost $.65-
$1.00. 
Do not use on soils with 
pH of 7.9 or higher. Use 
only in continuous wheat 
or wheat fallow. Approx. 
cost $2.85-$5.70 . 
Use sufficient water to 
insure good coverage. 
Approx. cost $2.50-$5.00. 
Reduced rates less effec-
tive. Approx . cost 
7 
Plants taller than 4" not 
controlled. Approx. cost 
$8.45. 
~leeds must be small. 
Follow-up treatments 
necessary. Approx. cost 
Apply to dry surface soil 
and immediately incorpor-
ate by cross tandem disc-
ing or similar mixing. 
Approx. cost $13.75-
7 
Plants must be small. 
Approx . cost $4.20. 
Thorough coverage requir-
ed. Approx. cost $8.45. 
Can also be used posterner-
gence. Approx. cost 
Split-shot in soybeans. 
Approx. cost $12.60. 
Non-crop areas. Tordon 
may remain in soil for 
three or mo re years. 
Approx. cost $46.00. 
See remarks for field 
bindweed. If soil mois -
ture conditions are poor, · · 
use oil-water emulsions 















TROUBLESOME WEEDS & WOODY PLANTS (continued) 
Herbicide7 
Commercial Product P9r ~ere 







Glean + Surfactant 
Telar + Surfactant 
(Non- Cr opland ) 
2,4 - D LV ester 
Dowpon M 74SP 
Roundup 3WS 






Ban vel 4WS 








2-3 qt in 10 gal 




1.5 gal + 5% diesel 
oil + 0.5% emulsifier 
13.5 lb + 0.5% emulsifier 




2-3 gal in 100 gal 
water + surfactant 









































Spring or fall 
Before flower-




Spring or fall 
(Continued next page) 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Brooocast 
For non-crop areas and 
spot treatment in pasture 
and range. Tordon may 
remain in the soil for 3 
or more years. Approx. 
cost 
Do not plant small grains 
for 45 days or sugar beets 
the following year. See 
remarks for field bind-
weed. Approx. cost 
7 
Idle ground or spot treat-
men t in cropland before 
head or pod fill of crop. 
Avoid tillage for 3 days. 
Approx. cost $41.00-
Idle ground or grassland. 
Avoid tillage for 5 days. 
Injury to forage grasses 
may occur. Broadleaf 
c rops may be injured for 2 
years after treatment. 
Approx . cost $12.70-
Use only in wheat, barley 
or fallow. To be planted 
to winter wheat. One 
application suppresses 
Canada thistle. Approx . 
cost 7 
Use the equivalent of 150 
gal of water per acre. 
Retreat regrowth as nec-
essary. Approx . cost: 
2,4-D $15.00; Dowpon 
7.0 
Avoid water contamination. 
Approx . cost $61.50. 
2,4-D with aerial equip-
ment at least 5 gal 
carrier/A; annual treat-
ment for 2-3 years may be 
necessary. Basal or stump 
treatment: 2 qt of herbi-
cide/10 gal of diesel; 
apply to point or runoff 
Approx. cost: 2,4-D 
$5.00-$7.50; Crossbow 
Has little effect on 
grasses . Results show the 
following spring. Approx. 
cost $81.00-$121 . 00. 
Apply under drip line. 
Approx. cost $8.00 / lb. 
For use on idle ground or 
grassland. Approx. cost 
$5.20. 
Ground application only . 
Observe all drift precau-
tions when using within 
1/ 2 mile of sensitive 
crops . Approx. cost: 
Banvel $12.70-$25.40; 

















on page 12 





















2,4-D LV ester 








to April 1) 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/A Broadcast 
Use in waste areas such 
as fence rows and ditch-
banks . See pages 16 and 
17 for control in alfalfa 
and rangeland . Approx . 
cost: AAtrex/Atrazine 
$4 . 80: Princep 57.80. 























Late s ummer 
or fall when 
~ct~vely grow-
lng 
May 15-June 15 
Avoid tillage 5 weeks be-
fore and 1 week after 
application. Do not plant 
small grains for 15 days 
after treatment. Plan to 
treat for several consecu-
tive years. Approx. cost: 
2 , 4-D $2 .00; 2,4 -D + 
Banve 
Tordon for non- crop areas 
and spot treatment in pas-
ture and rangeland. Avoid 
tillage 5 weeks before and 
1 week after appl i cation. 
Carefully observe all 
label precautions. 
Approx. cost $46.00. 
Use 10 gal or less water 
per acre with Roundup . 
Avoid tillage for 5 days. 
Broadleaf crops may be 
injured 2 years after high 
rates of Banvel in western 
Nebraska. Approx. cost: 
Roundup+ 2 ,4-D $11.45; 
Roundup+ Banvel $13.40; 
Banvel 7 - 40. 







2 , 4- D 1 qt 
2 ,4-D 1 qt 











2-1 2" tall 
Floweg bud 
stage -spr ing 
After corn 
silks turn 
brown or milo 
is in t he sgft 




to turn yellow 
Late smgme r 
or fall 
Rosette stage 
in t he fall 
~r earl y ~ud 
1n spr1ng 
(Continued next page) 
Approx. cost $1.00 - $2.00. 
Use lower rates in crops. 
Approx . cost $2.00. 
Use lower 2,4 -D rate in 
milo. Do not plant small 
grains for 15 days after 
treatment. Do not apply 
Banvel within 30 days of 
harvest . Dogbane roo ts 
should have pink swollen 
buds. Do not use Banvel 
within 1/ 2 mile of sensi -
ti ve crops before Sept. 1. 
Approx. cost: 2,4-D 
$2 . 00-$3.00; 2,4 - D + 
Banve 
Idle ground or spot treat-
ment in cropland before 
head or pod fill of crop. 
Avoid tillage for at least 
7 days after tre atment. 
A cost 
Suppression only. Growt h 
starts in early spring. 
Treat t wi ce a year for 2 
to 3 yea rs. Approx . cost 
25 
TROUBLESOME WEEDS & WOODY PLANTS (continued) 
Weed Herbicide7 
Commercial Product P§r ~ere 
or Per 100 Gallons ,1 
JOHNSONGRASS F~u~s~1~·l~a~d~e~2~0~0~0~-------------1L·~S~p~t~-----------­(see shatter-






















to April 1) 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
For use in soybeans . Add 
1 qt/ A crop oil concen -
trate. Approx. cost: 
Fusilade $16.50 ; Poast 
Idle ground or spot treat-
ment in cropland before 
head or pod fill of crop. 
Avoid t illage for 7 days. 
Approx . cost $41 . 00-
6 50 
Use on waste areas s uch 
as fence rows and d i tch-
banks. See pages 16 and 
17 for control in alfal fa 
and rangeland . Approx. 
cost : AAtrex/ At razine 
$4.80: Princep $7 . 80. 



















Buctr il 2EC 
2 , 4- D amine 
+ 
Banvel 4WS 
2 . 4- D LV ester 




Banve l 4WS 
Garlon 4 





2 . 4- D amine 
2 , 4-D LV ester 
Tordon 22K 
0 . 5 pt 
0 . 5- 0 . 75 pt 
or 
1-1.5 pt 
0 . 5 pt 
+ 





2- 4 qt 
2 gt 
l - 3 qt 




3 qt in 10 gal 
or less water/ A 
l 2 pt 
0 . 5-l pt 
0 . 5 pt 








late fall 8 
Fall or spring 
Full foliage 
during June; 
cut stump or 
basal treat -
ment anytime 
Spring or fall 
Flower bud So 
bloom stage 
Flower in~ thru 





reach ~' in 
length 




sta ks en then 
Triazine resistant plants 
are not controlled by any 
of the triazine herbicides 
including Atrazine, 
Bladex , Igran and Sencor/ 
Lexone . Approx . cost : 
Banvel $3.20 ; Brominal or 
Buctril $8.45- $11 . 25; 
2 . 4- D + Banvel $3 . 70 . 
Ret reatrnent necessary , 
Annual applica t ions grad-
ually reduce infestation . 
Approx. cost : 2 , 4- D 
$5.00 ; 2 , 4-D + Banvel 
Tordon for non- crop areas 
and spot treatment in pas -
ture and range. Approx, 
cost S46.00- S92.00. 
Ground application only. 
Observe al l drift pre-
cautions. See cottonwood 
for basal and cut stump 
treatment . Approx . cost : 
Banvel $25.40 ; Ga rlon 
Appl y under drip line . 
Approx . c ost $8 . 00 / lb . 
Do not plant small grains 
for 15 days after 2 , 4- D + 
Banvel treatment. 2,4 - D + 
Banvel suppresses growt h 
for 1 year. Approx. cost 
Idle ground or spot treat-
ment on cropland before 
head or pod fill of crop . 
Avoid til l age for 7 days. 
Approx . cost $61 . 50. 
For use i n corn or sor-
ghum . Use lower rates in 
sorghum . Gives suppres-
sion only. Approx. cost 
0 . 
Essential to apply in 
















2 . 4- D 
2,4 - D 
+ 
Banvel 4WS 
To rdon 22K 
(musk only) 
Commercial Product P§r ftcre 


















Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/A Broadcast 
Annual treatments neces-
sary for control of new 
seedlings. Fall applica-
tions after trees drop 
leaves and before leafing 
out in the spring reduces 
damage. Tordon: do not 
apply after "soil freeze -
up• in t he fall. For use 
on ranges and permanent 
pastures only . Approx. 
cost: 2,4 - D $3.00-$4.00; 











0.25 oz/1" dia 
l. 5 gal 
Full foliage 
June to July; 
cut stump or 
basal treat-
Spring or fall 
Full foliage 
June to July; 
basal treat-
ment anytime 
Non-cropland only. Approx. 
cost: Banvel $25.40; 
Crossbow $60.00; Spike 
$8.00/ lb. 
Non-crop areas only. See 
remarks for cottonwood. 
Approx. cost: Garlon 
$108.00; Spike $8 .00 / lb. 




2,4 -D LV ester 
Amino Tr iazole/ 
Weedazol 90SP 
ws 
PRICKLYPEAR Tordon 22K 






2,4-D LV ester 
Glean 





2 tbs/ gal of water 
or 






0.5 oz / 1" dia 
4 qt / 100 gal 
2-4 gal / 100 gal 
Fall rosette 










or early post -
emergence 
Early summerS 
Spring or fall 
Spring or fall 
Spring to 
early summer 
See remarks for field 
bindweed. Approx. cost 
Thoroughly wet all veget a-
tion. Do not apply to 
cropland. Approx . cost 
$1.00/ 1000 sq ft. 
Spot treatment in grazing 
and non - cropland . Approx. 
cost 
Hature burs not affected 
by 2 , 4-D. Retreatment 
necessary on new plants. 
A rox c st 
Till 5- 7 days after treat-
ment . Do not plant small 
grains for 15 days. 
A cost 
Use only in continuous 
wheat or wheat fallow. 
Add surfactant when used 
postemergence . Approx. 
cost $2 . 85-$8.50. 
Follow-up treatments may 
be necessary. Approx . 
cost 2.50. 
Spike and Velpar for use 
in non-crop areas only. 
Tordon can be used on 
grazingland. Approx. 
cost: Spike $8.00/ lb; 
Tordon $92.00; Velpar 
___________________________________________________________________________ $117 . 00-$235.00. 


























Ban vel 4WS 
Spike 20P 
2,4-D LV ester 
Commercial Product Pgr ecre 
or Per 100 Gallons ,1 





0.5 oz/ 1" dia 






(early June) 8 
Spring or fall 
4-8" ngw growth 
(June) 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Idle ground or grassland . 
Avoid tillage for 7 days . 
Injury to forage grasses 
may occur. Broadleaf 
crops may be injured for 
2 years after treatment. 
Approx. cost : Banvel 
$12.70 - $25.40; Tordon 
See remarks for cotton-
wood. Approx . cost 
Use on non-cropland only. 
Approx. cost $8.00/lb. 
1.5 qt/ A 2,4-D adequate 
on sand sagebrush. 
Approx. cost $3.75-$5.00 . 
Treatments listed for shattercane also control or suppress sandbur. 
Eradicane 6. 7E 












































Incorporate immediately by 
cross tandem discing or 
equivalent soil mixing. 
Do not use Princep or 
Bladex treatment on sand . 
Plant corn the year 
following Princep treat-
ment. Repeated use of 
Eradicane or Eradicane 
Extra or Sutan+ will 
lead to reduced weed con-
trol . Under high shatter-
cane population, herbi -
cides may not give 
acceptable control . Ro-
tate to small grain or 
alfalfa. Lasso and Dual 
provides suppression of 
light infestations . 
Cultivation improves 
control. Approx . cost: 
Eradicane/ Extra $13.75 -
$17.75; Sutan/ Genate 
$16.80; Eradicane or 
Extra + Bladex $23.15-
$26.60; Eradicane or 
Extra+ Princep $21.50 -
$24.80; Sutan + Bladex 
$26.15; Sutan + Princep 
$24.60; Treflan $5.10-
$6.40; Lasso $21.60; 
Prowl $6.90; Vernam + 
Treflan $12.30; Dual 
$15 . 65; Fusilade $9.00; 
Poast 0 
An alte rna t e s ystem -- Ridge or till- plant and apply Dual or Lasso in a band and cultivate . 
No labeled herbicide. 
2,4 - D LV ester 1-2 qt Full foliage Use sufficient water for 
good Approx. 
cost 
(Continued next page) 
I 
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Commercial Product Pgr ~ere 
Herbicide7 or Per 100 Gallons ,l 
2,4 - D LV ester l qt 
+ + 











2,4-D LV ester 
3- 4 qt in 10 gal or 





0 . 5 gt 
0 . 5-0.75 pt 
or 
l - 1.5 pt 






mid to late 
summers 
Velvetleaf 
less than 4" 
Vel vet leaf 
less than 4" 
Velvetleaf 
less than 12" 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
On crops use lower rates 
and amine forrnu lations . 
Approx . cost $8.85. 
Idle ground or spot treat-
ment in cropland before 
head or pod fill of crop. 
Avoid tillage for 7 days. 
Approx. cost $61 . 50-
2 00 
AAtrex / Atrazine and 2,4-D 
for corn and milo; 
Basagran for soybeans and 
corn; Basagran + Atrazine 
for co r n. Use crop oil 
concentrate wit h AAtrex/ 
Atrazine, Basagran, and 
Basagran + Atrazine. Use 
0 . 75 qt Basagran on 
velvetleaf 2" in height 
or less, l qt if 2-4" . 
Approx . cost: AAtrex / 
Atrazine $4.40; Basagran 
$17.85- $23.30; Basagran + 
Atrazine $13.50; Brominal / 
Buctril $5.25-$7 . 90; 2,4 - D 
$.65 - $1.25. 
OTHER HELPFUL TREATMENTS FOR VELVETLEAF: Corn and milo- -full rates of atrazine applied PPI; 
Soybeans--Vernam + Arniben (PPI), Arniben + Sencor (PRE), Vernam (PPI) + Sencor/ Lexone (PRE), Treflan + 
Sencor/Lexone Split-Application, Vernam or Reward + Prowl + Sencor (PPI). Also consider appropriate 
preemergence herbicides . 
WILD PROSO 
MILLET 
Eradicane/Eradicane Extra 5-5 . 3 pt 
or or 













0 . 5 pt 
0.5 pt 
3.5 pt 





Layby to corn 
Postemergence 






Apply to dry surface soil 
and incorporate immedi-
ately with disc or field 
cultivator . Approx. cost: 
Eradicane/ Extra $13.75-
$17.25; Sutan/ Genate 
l 
Incorporate with a field 
cultivator or roller 
harrow. Approx . cost 
l .20 . 
Direct weed spray to cover 
the base of t he corn plant 
and in between corn rows . 
Incorporate with ir r iga-
tion water or with 
cultivation. Approx . cost 
Fusi lade and Poast on soy-
beans; only Poast on sugar 
beets. Add 1 qt crop oil 
concentrate per acre. 
Approx. cost: Fusilade 
$6.50: Poast $6 . 50. 
Apply to dry surface soil 
and incorporate immedi-
ately with a disc or field 
culti vator. Approx . cost: 
Eptarn/Genep $11.20; 
Ro- Neet $20.00 - $23.00. 
3Additional formulations are available. Use rates that give comparable amounts of active ingredient: 
l qt AAtrex or Atrazine 4L : 1 . 25 lb AAtrex or Atrazine 801'1 or 1.1 lb AAtrex Nine-0 
7Low volatile ester and salt formulations preferred over volatile esters such as butyl and isopropyl 
because of fume hazards . 2,4-D and MCPA calculated on the basis of 4 lb/ gal of acid equivalent (the 
chemicals responsible for herbicidal effects). For other formulations see Conversion Table page 39 . 
BRetreatment may be necessary. 
9For spot treatment add l l / 2 tablespoons of herbicide per gallon of water for each l qt per acre 
1 required broadcast, and apply to 1000 sq ft . 1 ~Rates per 100 gallons pertain to handgun on a power sprayer . Labeled rate of Eradicane is 7.3 pt/ A. 
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Reduced Tillage Systems-Ecofarming 
Continuous Cropping 
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REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING 
Try new farming techniques on a sma.ll scale and fie lds with low weed pressure. 
Early preplant treatments generally provide most satisfactory weed control . 
Herbicide 






Read labels to adjust rates . 
Apply t his 
commercial 
Silt 
a mount of 
product/A 
Loam 
l l, - 2ls % OM 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2ls % OM 
Corn No-Till in Cool-Season Grass Sodll 






Corn No- Till in Alfalfa S9d11 






Corn No-Till in Rye or Winter Kheatll 
AAtrex 4L3,13 2 qt 
+ + ~;aaguat 12 l-2 Et 
AAtrex 4L3 ,1 3 1.2 qt 
+ + 
fltQnco J gt 
Atrazine 4L3 0.5 qt 
+ + 
Bladex 4Ll7 1.25 qt 
+ + Pa~aguat 12 1-2 pt 
Corn No-Till Continuous RO!!! Crop 
MttexLAtra~ine ~L3,13 2 gt 
l:Hcep 4,5Ll3 2,4 gt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3,13 1.4 qt 
+ + 
Dual !lE l.~ pt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3,13 1. 25 qt 
+ + 
Bladex ~Ll7 Q,e gt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3,1 3 1.5 qt 
+ + 
Lasso ~EC 2 .25 gt 
















1. 75 qt 
+ 
1-2 pt 
2 ,4 gt 
2 .e gt 
1.6 qt 
+ 




1. 75 qt 
+ 
2.:1 gl; 






























(Con tinued next page) 
Application 
Time 
Apply to new 
growt h in May 
before corn 
e 
Apply in Sept. 
or April-May 
to alfalfa 
with 4" new 
growth 
Appl y when 
r ye and wheat 
are more than 
4" 
0- 15 days 
preplant; for 








Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Weak on warm-season pe-
rennial grasses. Approx. 
cost $11 . 25-$19.35. 
For annual weed control 
select herbicide from 
the continuous row crop 
sect i on of this page . 
See NebGuide G74-l 31 for 
more information. On 
sandy soils don't plant 
corn for 10 days. 
A cost 
Appl y before corn 
emerges . Do not use 
Bladex on soil below 
1% 011. Approx. cost: 
AAtrex + Paraquat 
$11.25-$ 19 .35; AAtrex + 
Bronco $26 . 90-$35.85; 
Atrazine + Bladex + 
Paraquat $13 .55-$28.10. 
Add 0 . 5- 1 pt of 2,4 - D LV 
ester or 0 . 5 pt Banvel 
to control broad leaf 
weed I Use 1-2 pt Para-
quat ~ to control emer-
ged grass ; for volun-
teer corn use Roundup12 
at 0 . 75 -1 pt/ A in 5 gpa 
water before crop emer-
gence. Do not us e Bladex 
on soils below 1% OM . 
Approx. cost w/ o 
Paraquat: AAtrex / 
At r azine $4.80-$7.20; 
Bicep $12 . 95-$17 . 30; 
Dual + Atrazine $13.00-
$17 . 80; Bladex + Atra-
zine $6.75 - $14.30; 
Lasso/ Atrazine $12.00-




30 REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING (continued) 
Herbicide 
(See Weed Response 
Chart before 
selecting herbicides) 

















Paraguat12 •13 (if weedy) 
Bicep 4.5 L 
+ 





Par§!gU§!j;l2 , 13 (if weedy) 
I gran BOW 
+ 
AAtrex 4L3 , 13 










2 .5 qt 
1.2 qt* 
+ 
Q, f! gt 
1.6 qt 
+ 






0.5 - 0 . 75 
+ 
l - 2 pt 
2 . 4 qt on 
l - 1. 5% OM 
+ 





0 . 5-0.75 qt 
+ 

















2 . 5 qt 
+ 
l qt 




l - 2 pt 
2.B qt 
+ 
l - 2 pt 




l -2 pt 




















1. 5 qt 
+ 
l - 2 pt 
3 . 2 qt 
+ 





l - 2 pt 
2 . 5 lb 
+ 
l qt 
~QyQ~gns HQ- Till CQn!;.ini!QI!§ BQl!! C[QI!S 
Paraquatl2 ,1 3 , 14 ,1 5 Do not l - 2 pt l - 2 pt 
+ use + + 





2B days or 
more re ant 
35 days or 
more preplant 
14 days or 
mo r e preplant* 
2B days or 
more preplant 
35 days or 













Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/A Broadcast 
Avoid over O.B lb/ A 
Atrazine on sandy soils, 
eroded soils and soils 
with pH greater t~~n 
7.2. Add Paraquat at 
l - 2 pt i f emerged grass 
weeds are over 2". If 
only broadleaf weeds are 
present add 2,4 - D LV 
ester at l pt/A . For 
volunteer corn o r 
sorghum use Roundupl2 
at 0.75-l pt/ A in 5 gpa 
of water p r ior to plan t -
ing. If weed populatio n 
was high last year, use 
a preemergence herbicide 
at planting . Approx . 
cost w/ o Paraquat : 
AAtrex $3 .B5- $7 . 20; 
Bladex 2B days $9.40-
$14.10; Bladex 35 days 
$11 . 75 - $16.45; Bladex + 
Atrazine 14 days $7 .l0 -
$1l . BO; Bladex + Atra-
zine 2B days $9.40 -
$14 . 15; Bladex + Atrazine 
35 days Sll , BQ-Slf! , 5Q , 
Seed must be treated 
wi t h Concep to protect 
from Dual a nd Bicep 
injury or Screen to 
protect from Lasso 
injury. Atrazine and 
Bicep will damage 
sorghum on sandy and 
low organic matter 
soils . Approx. cost 
Dual + Atrazine + 
Paraquat $17 .00 - $2B.O O; 
Bi cep + Par aquat 
$19 . 40-$29.45; Lasso+ 
Atrazine + Paraquat 
Sl!l,45-S31.95, 
If grasses are in 3- 5 
leaf s t a¥2 add 1- 2 p t 
Paraquat . Approx . 
cost 
At razine residue from 
previous crop could kill 
soybeans . Do not use on 
sandy soil wi th less 
Lasso 4EC t ------------~~~~------~~~--------------------- t han l % OM. Approx . cost 
or with Do not 
Dual BE use 2 pt 2 , 5 pt 
or with Do not 
Prowl EC use 2 , 5 pt 3 pt 
or with 
s urflan AS 2 pt 2 pt 2 pt 
Paraquatl2 , 13,14,15 l-2 pt l - 2 pt l - 2 pt 
+ + + + 
Lo r ox 1.25 pt 1.5 pt 2 pt 
with 
Lasso 4EC 2 gj; 2 , 5 gt 3 gt 
or with 
Dual BE 1. 5 pt 2 pt 2.5 pt 
Bronco Do not 4 qt 4 qt 
+ ~1:.3 use + + SenCQlLI..exone Q,1 pt Q, !l pt 
Bronco 3 .25 qt 4 qt 4 qt 
+ + + + 
!;.or ox l . 25 pt l . :i pt 2 pt 
(Continued next page) 











Paraquat + Sencor/ Lexone 
wi t h Lasso $2B.75 -
$34 .3 5 ; or with Dual 
$27.75 - $34 . 25 or with 
Prowl $21.00 - $2B.65; 
Surflan $29 . 25 - $35.75; 
Bronco + Sencor/ Lexone 
$41 . 45; Br onco + Lorox 
$41.45- $44.55; Paraquat 
+ Lorox with Dual $23 . 75 -
$40.40; Paraquat + Lorox 
with Lasso $25.15 - $40.95. 
·~ 
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REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING (continued) 
Herbicide 










product / A 
Loam 
l l, -21,% OM 
Silty-Clay 
Loam 
>2) % OM 
Winter Wheat--No-Till Continuous Wheat 
Bladex 90DF 2 . 2 lb 3.1 lb 3.1 lb 
Bladex 90DF 1.8 lb 2 .7 lb 2 .7 lb 
Roundup12 1-2 pt 1- 2 pt 1-2 pt 
Landmaster12 40-54 oz 40 - 54 oz 40 - 54 oz 
Wbeat-ECOFALLOW-Wbeat--Wbeat Seeded 12-14 Months Later 
Weed Free Stubble 
AA!;;~:ex ~1..3 l pt 2 pt 2 pt 
Bladex 90DF 1.8 lb 2.2 lb 2.2 lb 
+ + + + 
At ra~ine ~1..3 l pt l.:i pt l.:i pt 
Glean 0.33 oz 0 . 5 oz 0 . 5 oz 
+ + + + 
AAtrex 4L3 1 pt 2 pt 2 pt 
Weed:,: :;;tubble 
AAtrex 4L3 1 pt 2 pt 2 pt 
+ + + + 
Paragua!;;12 •18 l-2 pt l-2 pt l-2 p t 
I gran BOW 2-3 lb 2- 3 lb 2- 3 lb 
+ + + + 
AAtr!i:X n,3 l pt 2 pt 2 pt 
Bladex 90DF 1.1 lb 1.1 lb 1.1 lb 
+ 
4L3 
+ + + 
Atrazine 1 pt 1.5 pt 1.5 pt 
+ + + + 
Paraquat12 •18 1-2 pt 1-2 pt 1-2 pt 
+ + + + 
2.~-D l..Y ~St!i:r l pt l pt l pt 
AAtrex 4L 1 pt 2 pt 2 pt 
+ + + + 
Paraquat12 •18 1-2 pt 1-2 pt 1-2 pt 
+ + + + 
Glean Q . ~~ 0~ Q,:i 0~ Q, :i 0~ 
AAtrex 4L3 1 pt 2 pt 2 pt 
+ + + + 
Roundupl 2 •18 1 pt l pt l pt 
+ + + + 
Glei!n Q.~~ 0~ Q,:i oz Q, :i 0~ 





45 days prior 
to planting 
Postemergence; 





Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
If grasses >2" are 
present r~d 1-2 pt 
Paraquat / A for Bladex 
treatment . If only broad-
leaf weeds are present 
add 1 qt/ A 2 , 4-D LV 
ester. If volunteer 
wheat develops latf2 
treat wii~ Roundup , 
Paraquf~ or Land-
master • To facilitate 
drilling stubble should 
be no taller than 12" 
with good straw and chaff 
distribution. Approx . 
cost : Bladex 60 days 
$1 1 .55-$17.50; 45 days 
$10 . 15-$1 2 . 25; Roundup 
$11.30-$21.80; Landmaster 
$6 . 25 - $8.50. 
Add 1 qt/ A 2,4-D LV 
ester to inprove grass 
and broad leaf weed con-
trol. If grasses or 
volunteer wheat recover 
use sweep plow. use low-
er rate on soils below 
1% OM or on calcareous 
soils. Avoid terraced 
fields, Canyon and Rose-
bud soils , and caliche 
out-croppings . us e Glean 
only where wheat wil l be 
planted in fal l. Approx. 
cost: AAtrex $1.20-
$2 . 40; Bladex + Atrazine 
$9.75- $12.75 ; Glean + 
AAtr ex S6,85-Sl0,90. 
Spray before weeds pro-
duce seed. If grasses or 
volunteer wheat recover 
use sweep plow . Add 1 q t 
2 , 4-D LV ester to I gran 
+ AAtrex to inprove con-
trol of e merged grass 
and broad leaf weeds. 
Avoid terraced fields, 
Canyon and Rosebud 
soils, and caliche out-
croppings. Use Glean 
only where wheat will 
be planted 12 mo. later. 
Approx. cost: AAt rex + 
Paraquat $7.65 - $14.55 ; 
I gran + AAtrex $10 . 55-
$14 .15; Bladex + 
Atrazine + Paraquat + 
2 ,4-D $13.00-$19.20; 
AAtrex + Paraqua t + 
Glean $13 . 30 - $23.05; 









32 REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING (continued) 
Herbicide 










product / A 
Loam 
l l:; - 2l:i % OM 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2l:i % OM 






















0 . 33 oz 
2.9 lb 
+ 




0 . 5 oz 
1 qt 
+ 




















April or be -
fore boot 





Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Do not use on undercut 
stubble. Use higher 
rates on fine textured 
soils. Controls volun-
teer wheat , downy brome , 
jointed goatgrass and 
broadleaf weeds. Approx. 
cost 
Use Glean only where 
wheat will be planted 
in fall . Approx. cost : 
Roundup $11.40; Roundup 
+Glean $13 . 85 - $16 . 40 . 
Do not plant small grain 
for 15 days after treat-
ment. Approx. cost~ 
Use only in continuous 
wheat rotations . Will 
not control downy brome 
and volunteer wheat . 
Approx . cost $5.65- $8.50 . 
Wbeat-ECOFALLOW-Corn/Sorghum/Millet--Cor n , Sor ghum, or Pr oso Mi l l e t Planted Next Spr i ng 
Weed Free Stubble 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 2 gt 2.5 gt 3 gt 
1.5 qt 2 qt 2 . 5 qt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 1. 25 gt 1 . 5 gt 2 gt 
1 qt 1.3 qt 1 .6 qt 
Weedy Stubble 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 2 qt 2.5 qt 3 qt 
+ + + + 
Paraguat12 •1S l-2 pt l - 2 pt l-2 pt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 1.5 qt 2 qt 2 . 5 qt 
+ + + + 
Paraguat12 •18 l - 2 pt l-2 pt l-2 pt 
AAt rex/ At raz ine 4L3 1.25 qt 1.5 qt 2 qt 
+ + + + 
Paraguat12 •18 l-2 pt l - 2 pt l - 2 pt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 2 qt 2 . 5 qt 3 qt 
+ + + + 
I gran !lQI'/ 2-2 . 5 lb 2-2 . 5 lb 2-2 . 5 lb 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L 3 1.5 qt 2 qt 2.5 qt 
+ + + + 
I gran !lQW 2-2.5 lb 2-2.5 lb 2-2 . 5 lb 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 1. 25 qt 1.5 qt 2 qt 
+ + + + 
I gran !lQW 2-2.5 lb 2- 2 . 5 lb 2-2.5 lb 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 2 qt 2.5 qt 3 qt 
+ + + + 
I gran sow 1-2 lb 1- 2 lb 1- 2 lb 
+ + + + 
Paraguat12 •18 l pt l pt l pt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 1.5 qt 2 qt 2 . 5 qt 
+ + + + 
I gran sow 1- 2 lb 1- 2 lb 1- 2 lb 
+ + + + 
Paraguat12 •1S l pt l pt l pt 
AAtrex/ Atrazine 4L3 1. 25 qt 1.5 qt 2 qt 
+ + + + 
I gran sow 1-2 lb 1-2 lb 1- 2 lb 
+ + + + 
EiH<!Qll<!t12 •18 l-2 pt l-2 pt l - 2 pt 
(Continued next page) 
July- Aug. 





July- Aug . 
Sept .-Nov . 
after whea t 
harvest for 
proso millet 
























1 qt/ A 2,4 - D ester im-
proves perennial broad -
leaf weed and annual 
grass control. Spray 
before weeds produce 
seed. Use sweep plow 
if grass weeds are 
present . Use 1-1.2 qt 
Atrazine 4L in Pan-
handle. WARNING--High 
Atrazine rates may 
carry over. Approx. 
cos t $2,40 - $7,20. 
Spray after wheat harvest 
and before weeds produce 
seed . If grasses such as 
barnyardgrass recover use 
sweep plow before weeds 
develop seed. use 1- 1.2 
qt Atrazine 4L in Pan-
handle. Approx. cost: 
Atrazine + Paraquat 
$10 .00 - $19 .35; I gran + 
AAtrex $12 . 30 - $1S . S5; 
I gran + AAtrex + Paraquat 
$14 . 10- $23 . 00 . 
Proso millet--Sept. - Nov . 
applications reduce 
AAtrex/ Atrazine rate by 
20%. 
WARNING- - High Atrazine 
rates may carry over and 
destroy wheat on eroded 
areas, terraces and cal-
careous soils . 
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REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING (continued) 
Herb i cide 
(See Weed Response 











l~-2~ % OM 
Silty- Clay 
Loam 
>2 1-, % OM 
Application 
Time 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Broadcast 
Wheat - Ecofall ow- CORN- -Corn Pl anted i n Wbeat Stubble Treat ed Wit h AAt rez/At ra zine Aft e r Haryestl9 
Bladex 4Ll2,13, 14,15,16 , 17 2 qt 2 qt 2 . 5 qt 0- 30 days Do not use on sands and 
re lant loamy sands with less 
4Ll2,13, 14,15,16,17 than l% 0!1. Omit Atra-Bladex 1.25 qt 1.5 qt 1. 75 qt 0-15 days zine in the combination 
+ + + + preplant treatment if the maximum 
AAt rexiAtrazine ~L3 Q,7:i gt l gt l gt Atrazine rate was used 
4Ll2, 13,14,15,16, 17 previous year. Approx. Bladex 1.5 qt 1. 75 qt 2 qt cost: Bladex $9.40-
+ + + + $11. 75; Bladex + Atrazine 
Dual 8E 0.75 qt l qt l qt $7 . 40-$10 . 65; Bladex + 
Dual 
Dua ll3,15 2 pt 2 . 5 pt 3 pt If annual grasses pro-
(Do not use alone if duced seed in the grain 
grass~s are present) 0-20 days stubble or if areas of 
8El2 , 13, 14,15 , 16 preplant field have history of Dual 1.5 pt 2 pt 2 pt hig h grass population 
+ + + + use higher rates of Dual 
AAt rex 11.3 Q,]:i gt l gl; l gt or Lasso. Omit AAtrex 
in the combination treat -
Lasso 4Ecl3, 15 2.5 qt 3 qt 3 qt ments if soil pH is above 
(Do not use a l one if 7.2; use higher Dual and 
grasses are present) Lasso rates. Approx. 
4Ecl2, 13, 14 , 15,16 
cost: Dual $15.65 -
Lasso 2 qt 2.5 qt 2.5 qt $18.75; Dual + AAtrex 
+ + + + $10.30 - $14.90; Lasso 
AAt rex 4L 3 0.75 qt 1 qt 1 qt 0- 5 days $13.50-$16.20 ; Lasso + 
o r or or or preplant AAtrex $11.70 - $15.90; 
Bl adex ~L 20 l.:i gt l, 7:i gt 2 gt Lasso + Bladex $17 . 85-
$22.90; Bronco $28.00-
Br onco ~.:i at 1 gt ~ gt $32 . 00; Bronco + Atrazine 
$29.80 - $34 . 40. 
Bronc o 3.5 qt 4 qt 4 qt 
+ + + + 
AAtrex ~L 3 Q,7:i gt l gt l gt 
Wbeat-Ecofal l ow-MILLET- Fallow--P roso Mil let Planted in Stubble Treated With Atrazine Afte r Haryestl9 
AAtr ex 4L3 0.25 qt 0 . 5 qt 0 . 5 qt 
Wbe at-EGOFALLOW-Soybean-Fal low- - Plant Soybeans Following Spr i ng 
Sencor 4L/ Lexone 
+ 










Wbeat - Ecof allow- SOYBEANS--For Areas Wi t h Oye r 2Q" Rainf a l l 





Add Paraquatl2,18 at 
1-2 pt if emerged weeds 
are present. Do not use 
AAtrex if soi l pH is 
above 7.5. Approx. cost 
0 
Add Paraquatl2,18 to 
Lexone/ Sencor if weeds 
are larger t han 6" . Vol-
unteer wheat may emerge 
in fall or spring; con-
trol with Roundup. 
Approx. cost w/ o 
Paraguat $27,20, 
Soybeans Planted i nto Wheat Stubble Treated ·lfith SencoriLexone After Harye st 
Dual 8E Do not 
+ 
Senco r i Lexone 4Ll 3 , 15 
use 
Prowl 4EC Do not 
+ 
Senco r i Lexone 4Ll3 , 15 
use 
Su rflan AS 2 pt 
+ 
Senco r i Lexone 4Ll3 , 15 
+ 
Q, 6 pt 
Lasso 4EC Do not 
+ 4Ll3,15 Senco r i i.exone 
use 
Bronco Do no t 
+ 
Senco r / Lexone 4Ll3 , 15 
use 
2 pt 2.15 pt 
+ + 
Q,]:i pt Q,9 pt 
3 pt 3 pt 
+ + 
Q, ];i pt Q, 9 pt 
2.25 p t 2.5 pt 
+ + 
0 , 7;i pt 0,9 pt 
2.5 qt 3 qt 
+ + 
Q , ]:i pt 0,9 pt 
4 qt 4 qt 
+ + 
0 . 75 pt 0.9 pt 
(Continued next page) 
1- 20 days 
preplant 
20 or more 
days preplant 
0- 5 days 
preplant 
Add Paraquatl2, 18 at 
l-2 pt if there are 
emerged weeds. Russian 
thistle, kochia, sun -
flower, lambsquarters , 
and velvetleaf may be 
difficult to control. 
Follow Sencor/ Lexone 
label for soil type. 
Substitute Lorex for 
Sencor/ Lexone if there 
is Atrazine carryover. 
Check fields within 30 
days after planting to 
determine if postemer-
gence herbicides are 
needed. Approx. cost: 
Dual + Sencor/ Lexone 
$22.00-$27.00; Lasso+ 
Sencor/ Lexone $22.95 -
$27.55; Prowl+ Sencor/ 
Lexone $16.35 - $18.25; 
Surflan + Sencor/ Lexone 






REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING (continued) 
Herbicide 





<l ) % OM 
Apply this amount of 
commercial product / A 
Silt Silty- Clay 
Loam Loam 
l ~ - 2 ~ % OM >2 ~% OM 
Application 
Time 
Remarks and Approxima te 
Cost/A Broadcast 
Wbeat-Ecofallow- GRAIN SORGBPM--Sorghum Planted in Wheat Stubble Treated With AAtrex/Atrazine After Baryest19 
Bladex 4Ll 2 , 13,14 , 15,l7 
Bladex 4Ll2,13,14 , 15 , 17 
Bladex 4Ll 2, 13 , 14 , 15 , 17 
+ 
Atrazine 4L3 
Bladex 4Ll2 , 13 , 14 ,1 5 , 17 
+ 
Atrazine 4L3 
Bladex 4Ll2 , 13 , 14 , 15,17 
+ 
Atrazine 4L3 
Bladex 4Ll2,13,14 , 15,17 
+ 
Dual BE 
Bladex 4Ll2,13 , 14 , 15,17 
+ 
Dual BE 
Dual BE13 ,l 5 
(Do not use alone if 
grasses are present) 
2 qt 
2 . 5 qt 
1 . 2 qt* 
+ 














2. 5 qt 
3 qt 
1 . 5 qt 
+ 




2 . 5 qt 
+ 
0 . 5 gt 
1 . 6 qt 
+ 










2 . 5 qt 
+ 
0 . 5 gt 
3 qt 
+ 
0 . 5 gt 
2 qt 
+ 
1. 7 5 pt 




Dual 8El2,13 , 14 , 15 1 . 5 pt 2 pt 2 pt 
+ + + + 
14 or more 
days preplant 
2B or more 
days preplant 
35 or more 
days preplan t 
14 or more 
days preplant 
2B or more 
days preplant 
0- 20 days 
preplant 
AAt rex 4L3 --------------------~~~~------~~--------~~t~--------------------
Lasso 4Ec13 ,l 5 
(Do not use alone if 
grasses are present) 
Lasso 4Ecl2,13 , 14, 15 
+ 







!gran aowl2 , 13, 14 ,1 5 
!gran aowl2,13,14,15 
+ 
AAt rex SOW 
(Primarily for 
broadleaf weeds) 





3 . 5 qt 
+ 


















0 . 7 5 lb 
3 qt 











(Continued next page) 
*21 days or more preplant when used on sandy soil. 
0- 5 days 
preplant 
1- 7 days 
preplant 
Add Paraouat1 2 ,1 B at 1-2 
pt if em~rged weeds are 
present if Bronco is not 
used. Seed must be 
t reated with Concep for 
Dual or Screen for Lasso 
or Bronco treatments. 
Omit AAt rex i n the com-
bination treatments if 
soil pH is above 7 . 2; 
use higher r ate of Dual 
or Lasso . Use lowe r rate 
of At razine west of High-
way 83 . Approx . cost : 
Dual $9 . 40 - $1 2 . 50; Dual + 
AAtrex $10 . 65 -$1 4 .90 ; 
Lasso $13 . 50 - $16 . 20 ; 
Lasso+ At razine $12.00 -
$1 5 . 90; Bronco $28.00 -
$32.00 ; Bronco+ Atrazine 
$29 . 20 - $34 . 40 ; Lasso+ 
Bladex $17 . 85 - $22 . 90 ; 
Bladex $9 . 40 - $14.10; 
Bladex + Atrazine $6 . 40 -
$15.30; Bladex + Dual 
$20 . 00 - $24 . 25 . 
Use on loam or finer 
textured soils . Do not 
use on soils with less 
than 1% OM and pH 
greater than 7.4 . Omit 
AAtrex in the combina-
tion treatmen t s if the 
maximum AAtrex rate was 
used previous year and 
increase ! gran rate . 
Approx. cost : ! gran 
$9.30-$11.70; ! gran + 
AAtrex 
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REDUCED TILLAGE SYSTEMS AND ECOFARMING (continued) 
Herbicide 












1) 2) % OM 
Silty-Clay 
Loam 
>2~ % OM 
Application 
Time 
Remarks and Approximate 
Cost/ A Brooocast 
Wbeat-Ecofallow-Corn/Sorghum-FALLOW--Winter Hbeat to be Planted in Less Than Six Months 
Bladex 4L 
+ 














































2,4-D LV ester l qt l qt l qt Broadleaf 
+ + + + weeds less 
Early application nec -
essary to control winter 
annuals. Use Roundup for 
control of down y brome 
before heading, volun-
teer corn or sorghum. 
Do not plant wheat for 
15 days after using 2,4-D 
and Banvel. Follow-up 
weed control may be nec -
essary. Approx. cost: 
Bladex + 2 , 4-D $16.00 -




2,4-D + Banvel $5.65. 
BQga~n~v~e~l~4~W~SL_ ____________________ ~o~. S~p~t ______ ~o~.~s~p~t~------~o~·~S~p~t~-----t~h~a~nu_~----------------------------------
3Additional formulations are availabl e . Use rates t hat gi ve comparable amounts of active ingredient: 
l qt AAtrex or At r azine 4L = 1.25 l b AAtrex or Atrazine SOW = 1.1 lb AAtrex Ni ne-0 
l qt Bladex 4L = 1.25 l b Bladex SOW = 1 . 1 lb Bladex 90DF 
l pt Sencor or Lexone 4L = l l b SO W = 0 .67 lb Lexone DF = Sencor DF 
llrrrigated conditions o r eastern Nebraska. 12Add X- 77 spreader 2 pt per 100 gal spray solut i on for Paraquat, 4 pt per 100 gal if Paraquat is used at 
less than 10 gal water per acre . Fo r Roundup and Landmaster application, apply 10 gal or less water per 
acre; add 2 qts X-77 or similar surfactant plus 17 lbs ammonium sulfate (fluid or feed grade ) per 100 
gal spray solution to enhance Round up performance. (Landmaster contain s sufficient surfactant. ) 
l3soil disturbance by planter ma y allow weed g rowth in row if herbicide is applied preplant. 14rf seedling (3-leaf ) grass or vo lu nteer wheat are present at planting, add Paraquat at l pt/ A + X-77 to 
mixtures or prepare a shallow seedbed with tillage . Paraquat may not kill grasses more than 4" tall. 
Crop oil at l gpa may be s ubstituted for Paraquat but c ontrol is not as good on laf~e weeds. If weeds are 
beyond the seedling stage and voluntee r wheat is growing vigorousl y , apply Roundup at 1 pt/ A one week 
before planting or i mmediately after planting but befo r e c r op emergence. Do not mix Roundup with other 
herbicides . 15rf Russian thistle or koch ia i s p r esent the addition of 0.5 to 1 pt 2,4-D LV ester improves control. Do 
not apply 2,4-D after planting so rg hum . 
l6AAtrex/ Atrazine carryove r may occur on eroded areas, on soils with less than 1.2% OM, and/ or soils wit h 
more than 7.0 pH. Total AAtrex/ At r azine applied last year plus t h is treatment should not exceed 3 . 75 lb 
SOW or 3 qt 4L. 
l7Fertilizer solutions contain i ng only nitrogen may have advantages over water as a carrier. For Bladex 
treatments without Paraquat o r nitroge n solution, add crop oil at recommended rate. Us e a minimum of 25 
gal carrier. Complete spray cove r age of weed s is essential and Bladex 4L has better burn-down t han Bladex 
SOW or 90DF. 
lSrncrease Paraquat rate, gallonag e and pressure (mimimum of 30 lb pressure at nozzle) on heavy infestations 
of grass or Russian th i st l e whe r e it i s diff i cult to penetrate t he foliage. 
19Fields not treated after harvest wi th AAtrex/ Atrazine are not true ecofallow. Therefore, he rbicides might 
not be as effecti ve and gr a in y i elds ma y be poorer than fields treated in fall. If moistur e was present 
after harvest and weeds pr oduced seed , weed pres s ure may be great enough that weed control wi t h herbi-
cides at rates that do not cau se c r op i nju r y ma y be difficult. Also t he moisture lost after har vest may 
be critical to the crop i f t he moi stu re during t he winter and spring is limited. With t hese considerations 
and if one wishes to try t he s p r ing only t r eatment, the following is suggested: 
Add or increase t he AAtrex/ At r azine t o t he ma x i mu m r ate the crop can tole r ate and still not cause 
damage to the succeed i ng crop. Be s u re t o add a gr ass herbicide. Ad d Paraquat + X-77 if gras s weeds 
and/ or volunteer wheat are pres ent at s pr ay i ng. Inc r ease Paraquat rate after April 15 to 1.5 to 2 pt 
depending upon size of weeds. Rates suggested depending on soil type, pH, OM, and time of application- -
For corn 1.5 t o 2.5 qt AAt r ex / At r az ine 
For grain so r ghum 1.25 to 2 .25 qt AAt r ex/ Atrazine 
For proso millet 0.75 t o l qt AAtrex 
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AAtrex -- A trade na me f or atra z ine. Cib a- Geigy . 
~ (napt ala m)--A pre - a nd post emergence bro ad-
leaf -and grass herbicide for soybeans and vine 
crops. Uniroya l. 
Al_ly (m eta sulfuron me thyl ) -- Us ed i n ·•heat and fal -
~for bro adleaf and certdin grass weed cont rol . 
EUP. DuPont . 
Amiben (c hlora mben) - -A pre - and ear l y po stemer -
~ herbicide for grass an d br oadl eaf weeds in 
soybe ans . Unio n Ca r bid e . 
Amino Tri az ole -- Tra de name for amitrol e . 
Cyana mfcr:--
American 
ami t r ole -- A translocated 
chi oroiihyl l for 111 at ion and 
Trade name s a re Am i no 
We edaz ol . 
her bic id e that inhibit s 
re g ror~t h fro:n r oot bud s. 
Tri azol e , Cytrol and 
Amitrol - T-- Amitro le + ammoni um thiocyanate . Union 
ca:r-bTcre:-
Am iz ine (amitrole + si mazine) -- 1\ 
amitrole and si ma zine for use in 
and non - c rop areas . Union Carbi de . 
combination of 
tree plan ting s 
Ammate (ammonium sulfamate) -- A nonse lec tive po st -
emergence herbicide es r ec ial l y effec tive on woody 
plants . Disc ontinu ed in 19 85. DuPont . 
Antor --A se l ecti ve s oi l appl ied herbicide f or r~e e d 
contr ol in sugar beets. NOR - AM . 
~thol (endothall) --An aqu atic her bicide for us e 
1n sflTT ~Yater. Pen nwalt . 
~i ne ( si ma z ine) -- An aquatic herbicide f or use 
1n s t TTT water . Cib a-Ge igy 
Arsenal -- Pro vides total veg et atio n co nt r ol for 
no n- crop ar eas . Am erican Cyan amid . 
Assure (DPX - Y6 202) -- A poste mergence grass herb i -
~fo r use in soybeans . OuPont . 
At rab ut e+ --Atra zi ne + Sutan combination . Griffin . 
atrazine --A prep lan t , pree me rge nc e and po steme r -
gence a- triazi ne for broadleaf and certain grass 
·weeds in corn, sorghu m and rangeland. Ava ilab l e 
under several pri vate labels . 
•Avfnge (difenz oquat) -- Selectively 
oa s poste mergence in spring 
America n Cy a namid. 
controls ,;i ld 
small ~ra i n . 
Balan {benefin )-- A pre pla nt incor po rated herb i c i de 
T"Or'"ilnnual gr ass control in a l falfa . El a nco. 
Banvel (dica mb a) -- A post - and pr ee merge nce herbi -
C"Til"e-for selective broadleaf weed co nt rol in corn , 
~ s m all grains and grasses . Vel sic ol. 
Basafon (dalapon) -- Trade na me f or dalapon . BA SF -
1ryai10o ft e . 
Basagran {bentazon) -- 1\ postemergence fieldbean, 
corn-ana soybean herbicide for ve l vet l eaf, cockle -
bur and other broadleaf weeds unde r 6" . BASF -
Wyandotte . 
~ Basal.!_~! {fluchloralin) -- A preplant soil incorpo -
rate d herbicide fo r annual grass control in soy -
beans . Cle an Crop la~el , ~idwest. 
Beta mix (ph en medipham + desmedipha m) --A prepack -
~-combi nat ion of Bet anal + 9etanex for po st -
~ emergence bro adle af weed contro l in sugar beets . 
NOR - AM 
Betanal (phenmedipnam) -- Po ste :n erge nce broad le af 
weea--control in sugar beets. NOR - AM 
Betan ex {desmedipham) -- Used postemergence fo r red-
rootpfg weed control in sugar bee ts. NOR - Ar-1 . 
Bi ce p (metolachlor + atrazine) -- 1\ co mbi nation of 
~+ AAtrex fo r pree me r gence use in corn and sor -
ghu m planted r~ith Concep t re at ed seed. Ciba - Geigy . 
Blade x (cy anaz ine) -- A short resid ual triaz ine for 
gr:ass-and broadleaf ~<eed control in corn and sor -
ghu m. Shel l . 
Bla zer (a cifl uo rf en) -- 1\ postemer gence he rb icide for 
br oa dleaf weed contro l i n soybean s . Rohm & Haas . 
Brominal i·1E 4 {bromoxynil ) -- !\ contact 
broadlear-weeds in small gr ain , corn 
Union Carbide . 
he rbicide fo r 
and sor~hum . 
Bromi nal 1+3 --A co mbinat i on of b r oMoxyn il 
TOi'LJseTOS;na ll gra in . Union Carbide . 
and 1·1CPA 
Bronate -- 1\ combination of bro ;noxyni l and MCPA for 
us e 1n s rna ll gr ains . Rhone - Poul e nc . 
Bronc o (a lac hlo r + glyphosate) -- A prep ackaged com -
OTnafTon of La ss o + Round up for us e in no- ti l l corn 
and soybeans . Monsanto . 
Bu ctr i l {bromoxyni l ) --Similar to Bro,ninal . qhone -
Poul e n c. 
Butoxone ( 2,4-0 B) -- Fo r selective control of cock le-
oiir---Ti'l-soybeans and so me smal l broadleaf ,;eeds in 
seed l ing alfalfa . Vertac . 
Bu tyr ac (2,4 - DB) - - Simi la r to Butoxone . Union 
Carbide . 
Cano py -- Combination of Classi c 
oul'oiiT . 
and nletrib uzin . 
Carbyne {ba rban ) - - Use d for wild oat contro l in 
s pring--s mal l :Jrain. Velsico l. 
Caso r on (dichlobenil ) -- Used for pre~merg e nce 1; eed 
control in woody pl ants and cer tain herbaceous per -
en n i a 1 s . U n i roy a 1 • 
Chem - Hoe (propham) -- Used pre - and po ste cn er,Jence fo r 
Wiriteran nual grass control in alfalfa. PPG Indus -
tri es. 
Chlorate - 3 ( sod ium chlorate) -- Used as a s orghu m des -
TCCaiit:-Midwest Companies . 
Ch l or~ ( chl orpropham) -- Sim ilar to Che m-H oe . PPG . 
Class ic (DPX -F 6025)- - i\ pre plant incorpo r ate d, \J re -
emerg ence an d post eme r gence herbicide for broad ea f 
we ed cont r ol in soybeans . EUP. DuPont . 
Cob ra (l act ofen) - - 1\n ex pe rimental posteme r yence 
her bicid e f or broadleaf wee d contr ol in soybeans. 
PPG . 
Command {feno xan) -- !1 new pr eplant in co r po rated and 
pree me rgence herbicid e for yra s s and broadleaf ,;eed 
control in s oybeans . FMC . 
Chncep ( cyo xmetrini l) -- !1 pr otectant app lied to sor -
g u see d to pre vent Dual in"ury . Ciba - Geigy . 
Co~p e r Sulphate -- Available as crystals or in chela -
te f or m f or a lgae control in movin:J and still 
11ater . Sev eral brand names . 
Cross bow (2 , 4- 0 + tr ich lo~yr) -- Ester for~ulation of 
2 ,4 - 0 and Ga r lon for broadleaf weeds and r~oody 
pl ants on non - cropland . now . 
(;,)'!l'_cll_-- Trade 
ryanam id . 
na me f o r am i t r ol e . American 
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Dac am ine -- An oi l solu ble amine sa lt for mu lation of 
2,4 - 0 . SDS Biotech Cor p. 
Dac t hal (DC PA) -- Use d pree mergence f or ann ual grass 
ana-certa i n broa dleaf weeds i n turf, orna mentals 
and hortic ul t ural cro ps. SDS Bi otech Cor p. 
~--Used f or yr ass contro l in man y br oa dle af 
cro ps and f or peren nial grass control . 
Din it r o \/eed Ki l ler (din os e b) -- A contac t weed 
TITTe;:---roruselilaTfal fa , corn a nd soy bea ns . Can 
be used pree mergence or early post on soy beans . 
High ly toxic t o warm blooded a ni mals . Also s old 
as Selecti ve Wee d Killer a nd Pre merge. Vertac . 
Diquat (di q ua t) -- Used f or aqu atic weed contr ol and 
aesTccation of l e gume, soybea n and grai n sorgh um 
seed cro ps. Che vr on- Or t ho. 
Dowpon ( dala pon) -- Trade na me f or dala pon . Vertac . 
Dual (meto l achlor ) -- Used pre plan t or pree mergence 
TOr annua l g rass an d some br oad l eaf weed co ntrol 
in cor n , sorgh um and soy beans. Ciba - Geigy. 
Dyana p (na ptala m + ATanaP an d dini t r o. 
emerge nce on s oy be a ns. 
di ni tro) -- A c omb in ati on of 
Used pree mergence or post -
Unir oy al . 
Embark (m efl uidide ) -- Con t r ols 
growt h of grasses. 3M Comp any . 
an d su pp resses 
~ot h al_l (endothall ) - - Used pree mergence a nd po st -
e mergence for an nu a l grass an d br oa dleaf wee ds i n 
s ugar beets . Pennwalt. 
Enid e (di phena mid )-- Use d pree mer gence 
grasses and s om e br oadle af wee ds i n 
Upjohn . 
f or ann ual 
pot atoes . 
Epta m (EPTC) -- A pre ? lant soil inc orpo r a t ed her bi -
cide - for grass and certai n br oadle af weed control 
in cor n , leg um es , s uga r bee t s and ma ny horticul -
t u ral cro ps . Sta uffer . 
Erad i cane ( EPT C + R- 25788 
to r. pta m. The an t i dot e 
an t i dote) -- Used si milar 
pro vides greater cro p 
safety for corn. Sta uffer. 
Eradic a ne Extra ( EPTC + R- 25 788 antidote + R- 3386 5 
ext e ncrerr=-=-r11e e xt en de r rest or es perf o n n a n c e on 
soils where Er adic a ne has ce ased to perform. 
Stauffer . 
Evik (a metry n) -- Used as a di rected post emergence 
con cact s p ray for wee d contr ol in corn . Ciba -
Geigy. 
Extrazi ne ( cyanazine + atrazine ) -- A co mbination of 
zp;irTSBlad ex + 1 part a t razine for pr·e plant in -
co r porated or pree mergence use j n corn . Shell. 
Furloe (ch l or pr op ha m) - - Use d pre plan t incor pora t ed 
anapree mer ge nce f or s rnart>1ee d c ontr ol 1 n soy -
beans. PPG I ndu s t r i es. 
Fusi l ade 2000 ( fl uaz i f op) -- A selecti ve poste mer -
gence gra s s herbi c id e t hat co ntr ols sha t tercane , 
vo l unteer co r· n a nd othe r grasses in soy beans. I CI 
Amer i cas. 
Garl on ( trichl opyr ) -- Pos t eme r ge nce her bi c id e f or 
wooay-plant a nd bro adleaf wee d contr o l on rig hts -
o f - ~ta y . Dov1 . 
Ge nate Plu s ( but yl ate ) -- Si mi 1 ar t o Sut a n+. PDG . 
~ ( EPTC ) -- Sim ilar t o Ept am. PPG. 
Glean (ch lo rs ulfuron) - - A pre - an d po stemergence 
~l eaf he rb ici de f or s ma ll grains. Du Po nt . 
Goal (oxyfluorfen ) -- A pree mergen ce 
soy bea ns , onio ns a nd nursery stock. 
he r bicide for 
Roh m & Haas . 
ra mox on e- -Trade name for para qu at. I CI Am ericas. 
Graslan ( teb ut h iu r on) -- Used for br ush 
ran gela nd . Elanc o . 
control i n 
Harmo ny-- Che mistry an d uses s im ila r t o 
All y wi th red uce d res i dual act i vi t y . 
Glean and 
DuPont . 
Har ness (acetochlor ) -- A pree mer ye nce grass herb -
~si milar to Lass o but lo nger lasting . 
Mo nsa nt o. 
Herbicide 273 (en do t hall ) -- A poste mergence sugar 
beet herb 1c1de es pecially effective aga i nst broad -
leaf weeds . Pen n ~alt . 
Hoelon (d i ch l ofo p) -- A pos t emergence herbicide for 
grassco ntrol i n soyb eans . American Hoec hst. 
Hyvar (bromacil) -- Used as a soi l sterila nt and for 
woody plant co ntrol. DuPont . 
~ (terbutryn ) - - A s hor t resid ua l s - triazi ne used 
, or weed control in sor ghu m. Genera l ly c om bi ned 
wi th AAtrex or Mi loga rd fo r broader s pectru m co ntrol 
and reduce d carryo ver. Ciba - Geigy. 
Kar mex (d i ur on) --A su bsti t uted urea for selective 
annuaT 1;eed c ont r ol at low ra t es and as a s o i l ster -
ilant at hi gher ra t es . DuPo nt. 
Kerb ( pr ona mide) -- Used pree me r ge nce and early post -
emergence in a lfalfa. Roh rn & Haas. 
Knoxw e ed -- A combination of Epta m and 2,4 - D for pre -
emergence ann ual 1;eed contr ol i n corn. Do not use 
on sandy soils . Stauffer . 
renite (fosa mi ne ) -- A water soluble brush contr ol 
agenr-fhat can be use d on non - crop l and a r eas ad -jacent to water. DuPont . 
Krovar-- A co mbi nation of Hyvar and Karmex . DuPon t . 
Laddok ( ben t azon + atrazine ) -- A co mbi nati on of 
~an + atrazine use d fo r pos t emergence broadleaf 
wee d contro l i n co r n. Various Distrib ut ors. 
Land rn aster -- A co mbi nation of Round up an d 2,4- D 
pn manly for no - till. Monsa nto . 
Lasso ( alachlor ) --Used pre plan t and pree mergence for 
ann ual grass and some broadleaf ,;eed contr ol in 
corn , sorgh um , soybeans a nd field beans . Monsant o . 
Lasso - Atrazine Flowa ble -- (alachl or 
pre packaged co mb1nat 1on of Lass o 
Monsa nto . 
+ atrazine ) - - A 
and a t razine . 
Leafex - 3 ( sodi um chlorate ) -- Used as a s orgh um desic -
cant. Occidental. 
Lexo ne-- Trade na me f or metribuzin . DuPont . 
Linex -- Trade name for linur on. Griff i n. 
Lin u r on -- Used pri marily pree rn ergence f o r broadleaf 
1;eed contr o l i n corn, sorghu m and soybeans . Trade 
na mes - Linex a nd Lo r ox. Griffin, Du Pont. 
Lorox -- Trade na me f or linur on. DuPont . 
Marathon --A for mu la t ion of Ro - Neet with an ti do t e for 
pr e p I ant use in corn. Weed s pectru m control si rn i 1 ar 
t o Sut an+. Stauffer. 
Marks ma n-- A combin ati on of 1 .1 l bs di ca mb a 
lbs atrazine f o r pos t emerge nce ~tee d contr o l 
Velsicol. 
an d 2 . 1 
in corn . 
MCP A--A phen oxy s im ilar to 2 , 4 - D but safer o n oats 
ana- 1 e gum es . Of t en use d i n co u1 bi nation . i·\any 
trade names. Unio n Car bide, Rhone - Poulenc . 
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metri buzin -- Used for annual broadleaf weeds in 
soybeans, alfalfa, and potatoes ; often used i n 
co mbinations . Trade names - Lexone and Se ncor . 
DuPont, 11obay . 
~ (m etolachlor + propazine) -- 11 combination 
of Dual + Milogard for use on sorghu m planted with 
Conce p treated seed. Ciba-Ge i gy . 
Milogard (propazine) -- Used pree mergence in sor -
ghu m. Perfor ms best on soils low in organic 
matter. Often combined wi th AAtrex and !gran for 
i mproved a nn ual grass control. Ci ba- Geigy. 
Modown (bifenox) -- Used preemergence for broadleaf 
~rtain grass weeds in soybeans, corn and sor -
ghum. Rhone - Poulenc. 
MSMA (monosodiu m methanearsonate) -- Used for selec -
tlve crabgrass contro l in turf and johnsongrass in 
non - cro p areas. Union Carbide, Vineland. 
Norosac - -Sa me as Casoron . Gordon - PSI . 
----
Nortron (ethofu mesate) -- A pree mergence or preplant 
incor porated herbicide for sugar beets. NOR- M1. 
Oust- - A non - cropland herbicide that also provides 
suppression of perennial grasses at lower rates . 
DuPont . 
~araquat -- A nonselective contact herbicide used 
or no - til l and ecofarming, soybean and sunflower 
desiccation, and for non - cro pland. Trade na mes 
Gramoxone and Paraquat+Pl us . Che vron, ICI 
Americas . 
Paraguat+Pl us -- Trade na me for paraquat. Includes 
emet1c and oder enhancer . Ortho . 
Phytar (cacodylic acid) -- Nonselective contact her -
DTCTOe used for wee d control on non - cropland . 
Poast (sethoxydi m) --A poste mergence herbicide for 
SlidiTerc ane , val unteer corn and other grass weeds 
in soybeans and other br oadleaf crops. BASF -
Wyandotte . 
Pramitol (prometon) -- Used pri marilt for season 
l ong control of an nual and perennial weeds in non -
cropped areas . Ciba - Geigy. 
Pre far ( bens ulide) -- Used pre pla nt fo r grass and 
oroaaTeaf weeds in cantaloupe , cucu mbers and 
watermelons . Stauffer . 
Preme rge (dinoseb) -- See 
Vert a c . 
Dinitro Weed Kil ler. 
Princep ( si mazin e )-- A long lasting preemergence or 
prep l ant herbici de for corn, shelterbelts and for 
dormant s eason weed contro l in alfalfa . Ciba -
Gei gy . 
Probe (methazole) -- For many annual broadleaf weeds 
ana--grass es pre - and poste mergence in soybeans , 
onions, potatoes and ornamentals . Experi mental. 
Vel si col. 
propachlor-- Active ing re dient in Ramrod . Used for 
grass we e d control in corn and sorghum . Monsanto. 
p ropa z i ne - - See 1  i l oga rd . 
Prowl (pendimethalin) -- Us ed preemergence on corn 
aii""dJ)r eemc r genc e or pre plan t on soybeans grown on 
s oils with more than 1.5% organic matter. 
Amer i can Cyana mid. 
Pyramin (py raz on) --Used for preeme r gence broad l eaf 
weea-cQntrol in sugar beets. BASF - Wyandotte. 
Racer (fluorochloridone) -- Used for broadleaf weed 
control in wheat and sunf lower. Stauffer. 
Ra mrod -- Trade na me for propac hlor. 1-\onsanto. 
Ra mrod - atrazine Flowable --A combination of Ramrod 
and atraz1ne for broad - spectrum weed control in corn 
and sorghu m. Monsan t o. 
Randox (CDAA) --A pree mergence grass herbicide for 
corn;-sorgh um a nd soybe an s grown f or seed . Rando x T 
f or use on cor n only, combines Randox with TC BC f or 
i mp r oved broadleaf we ed cont rol. Monsanto. 
Reflex ( fomesofe n) - - An ex peri mental fo r broadleaf 
weea-- con trol i n soy beans . ICI Americas. 
Resc ue (Alanap + 2,4 - DB ) -- Used midseason for post -
emergence co ntrol of broadleaf weeds in soybeans. 
Uni r oy al. 
Reward (vernolate + R- 33 865 extender ) -- The e xtender 
Te"ii9fllens the control s pan of Vernam . Stauffer . 
Rod eo ( gl yp hosate ) --Special for mulation of ly pho -
satefor aquatic weed control. Si milar to Ro und up . 
Monsanto . 
Ro- Neet (cycloate ) - - Used pre plant i ncor porated i n 
sugar beets for ann ual grass and so me broadleaf 
weeds . Stauffer . 
Ronstar ( oxadiazo n) -- Used pree mergence for an nual 
grass and broadleaf wee ds i n nursery stock and turf . 
Rhone - Poulenc . 
Roundup (gly phosa t e) --A 
translocated herb i c i de 
grasses and broadleaf 
Monsanto . 
poste mergence nonse l ective 
for annual and perennial 
weeds . No s oil res i dual . 
Sal vo-- A low vo latile ester of 2,4 - D. Vertac . 
Scepter (imazaq uin) -- A preplant incor porated , pre-
emergence and poste mer gence grass an d broadleaf weed 
control herbicide for soybeans . Am erican Cyanam id. 
Screen --A protec t ant for app lication to soryhu m seed 
to prevent Lasso i njury. i1onsanto. 
Sencor --Trade na me for metribuzin . Mcbay . 
Silvex (2 , 4,5 - TP) --A phenoxy herbicide for which 
arr-u5es ha ve been canceled . 
Sinbar ( terbacilJ -- A herb i cide for dormant season 
contro l of annua yrass and broadleaf weeds in es -
tablished a lfalfa . DuPont. 
Sonalan (ethalfluralin )-- Used pre pl ant incorporat ed 
f or control of annual jrasses and certain broadlea f 
weeds in soybeans . Elanco . 
~ (teb uthiuron ) -- Used f or total vegetatio n and 
seTeetive brush contr ol in grassland and non - cro p 
areas ~ Elanco. 
SU LV ( 2, 4- D amine) -- A lb per ~all a n 2 , 4- D amine 
ror-ae rial application und i l uted or by ground equi p-
ment in 3 to 5 gallons of water. Registe re d for 
g r a z i n g 1 a nd. U n i roy a 1 , Gordon . 
Surflan (o ryzalin) -- Used preemergence for annual 
grasses in soybeans . Often used in co mbinations . 
El a nco . 
~--Sis t er compo und to Lexone f o r control of 
annual brome and other weed species i n wi nt er wheat . 
EUP 1986 . DuPo nt . 
Surpass (vernolate + R- 257 88 antitode) -- Verna m pl us 
a safener registered for pre plant incorporated grass 
co nt ro l i n corn . Stauffer. 
Sutan+ (but y late + R- 2578 8 )- - A preplant incor porated 
herbicide for annual grasses in corn . Stauffer . 
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Sutazine+ (Sutan+ + atrazine) - - A combination of 4 
parts Sutan+ and one part atrazine for preplant in -
corpora t ed weed control in corn . Stauffer . 
2 , 4- D--A growth regulating phenoxy herbicide for 
~1 ea f weed control in grass crops. r1any trade 
names . 
2 4 5- T-- A phenoxy herbicide used for the contro l of ~nd woody plants on rangeland . All uses have 
been canceled. 
Tack l e (aciflurofen) --A postemergence 
oroaaTeaf weed cont ro l in soybeans . 
ment . Rhone - Poulenc . 
herbicide for 
Under develop -
Tandem (t r idiphane) -- A postemergence herbicide for 
grass- control in co r n. Registration ex pected in 
1986 . Dow . 
TCA -- Us ed postemergence for annual and 
grasses on non - cropland ; also preemergence 
beets . Dow. 
perennial 
in sugar 
Telar (ch l orsu l furon) -- An industr i al formulation of 
me-active ingredient in Glean. DuPont. 
Telon e (dichloropene) --A fumigant used 
for quackgrass in potatoes . Do11 . 
preplant 
Telvar (monuron) - -Used for long term vegetation con -
~n non - cro pland. Discontinued . DuPont . 
Tillam (pebu l ate) -- Registered preplant incorporated 
rorannual grass control in sugar beets. Stauffer . 
Tolban (profluralin) -- Used preplant incor po rated for 
annual" grass control in soy beans and alfalfa . Dis -
continued . 
Tordon (picloram) -- A posteme r gence herbicide for 
annual" and perennial broadleaf lieeds . Residues 1nay 
last for several years in the soi 1 . DoH . 
Treflan (trifluralin) -- Used pre plant incorporated in 
soybeans and nursery stock for annual grass contro l . 
El a nco . 
Tr opt;1_ (poppenate methyl ) --A selective post eme r gence 
nerb1cide for grass control in soybeans and other 
broadleaf crops . Stauffer. 
Tycor --Sister compound to sencor for control of 
annual brome and other weed species in ·11inter wheat. 
EUP 1986 . Mcbay . 
~r (hexazinone)- - Used for nonse l ective postemer -
gence - ,;eed control on non - cropland , Christmas tree 
plantings, and alf~lfa . DuPont . 
Verdict (haloxyfop-methyl) -- A selective postemer -
3ence herbicide that controls shattercane , volunteer 
corn and other grasses in soybeans . EUP . Dow. 
Vernam (vernolate) -- Used pre pla nt incorporated i n 
soybeans for annual grass and some broadleaf weeds . 
Stauffe r . 
Vistar (me f luidide) - - A growth regulator for ~rass 
contro l and su ppression . 3M Company. 
Weedazol -- Trade na me for amitrole . Union Carbide . 
CONVERSION TABLES 
Rate Per Acre To 1000 Square Feet 
1. Known Facts and Assumptions: 
acre = 43 , 560 sq ft 
pt = 16 oz ; 1 qt = 32 oz 
oz = 2 tablespoons = 6 teaspoons 
Herbicide rate per acre from bu l letin or label 
Hand sprayers app l y about 1 gal per 1000 sq ft 
2. Co nvert He rbicide Rate Per Acr e to Ounces: 
Fo r e xamp l e , 2 qt per ac re = G4 oz 
3 . Co nve rt 64 oz per acre to oz per 1000 sq ft 
64 
4 0 
43 1. 50 oz or 3 tablespoons per 1000 sq ft 
Add 3 tab l espoons of the product to 1 gal of 
water and app l y unifo r mly to 1000 sq ft 
NOTE: Wettab l e powder herbicide rates would be de -
te r mined by the same procedure ; however , since 
volume or density of wettab l e powder herbicides 
var i es, th e calculated rate per 1000 sq ft should 
be care f ull y measured by ,;eig hing on a precision 
sca l e . 
Active Ingredient Per Gallon Conversions 
Pounds of active 
materia l pe r gal 




3 . 00 
3 . 34 
4 . 00 
6. 00 
Pints of commercia l product needed 
per acre to give the followin~ 
pounds of he r bicide per acre 




























You Know By 
pounds 0 . 45 
pints 0 . 47 
quarts 0.95 


















APPROXIMATE RETAIL PRICE OF SELECTED HERBICIDES 
Herbic i d e 
AAtrex 4L 
AAt r ex BOW 
Alanap L 





Aquat hal 1.6E 
Aquaz i ne 
Balan 
Ban vel 






Blaze r 2L 
Br ominal ME 4 
Bromi n a l 3+3 
Br onate 
Bronc o 
Buc tr il 
But oxon e 
Butyrac 
Cas or on l OG 
Cas o ron SOW 
Cas or on 4G 
Chem- Hoe 4L 
Crop Oil Cone. 
Cros s bow 
2,4 - D a mine 
2,4-D e s ter 
Price 
$ 9. 6 0/ ga l 
$ 1.90/ lb 
$12.4 0/ gal 
$ 6.30/ l b 
$2 0 .00/ gal 
$37.30/ gal 
$ 1. 00/ lb 
1. 00/ lb 
$57.60/ gal 
$ 5 .2 0/ lb 
$14.B O/ gal 
$50.B O/gal 
$S7.20/ gal 
$65. 00/ g a l 
$65. 00/ gal 
$21.60/ gal 
$1 S .B O/ gal 
$ 3.60/ lb 
$76.SO/gal 
$90.00/ gal 
$72. 00/ gal 
$7 2.0 0/gal 
$32 .0 0/ gal 
$42. 00/ gal 
$14.00/ gal 
$14. 0 0/ gal 
$ 3 . 20/ lb 
$14. 00/ lb 
$ 1. 20/ lb 
$16 . 00 / gal 
$ 6. 00 / gal 
$40. 00/ gal 
$ S.OO/ gal 
$1 0 . 00/ gal 
He rb icid e 
Dact hal 75W 
Dinitro 
Diquat 





Er ad i cane 
Eradicane Extra 
Ext r azine 
Fus i lade 2 0 00 
Garl o n 4 




He r bicide 27 3 
Hyvar X 
Hyvar XL 
Igran BO W 
Karmex SOW 
Ke r b 501"1 
Krenite 




Lasso-atraz i ne 
Leafex 3 




$12 . SO/ gal 
$63. 20/ gal 
$ 2.00/ lb 
$50. 0 0/ gal 
$SO.OO/ gal 
$24 . 30/ gal 
$ . 40/ lb 
$22 . 00/ gal 










$34 . 40/ gal 
$ 4.70/ lb 
$ 4.60/ lb 
$14. 70/ lb 
$40.40/ gal 
$ S.60/ lb 
$20 . 00/ gal 
$21. 60/ gal 
$ 1. 00/ lb 
$16.00/ gal 
$ 3.20/ gal 
$50.40/ gal 
$12. 0 0/ gal 
CLEANING THE SPRAYER 




Pa r aquat 
Poast 
Pr amitol SP 





$7 . 50/ oz 
$45. 60/ gal 
$SO.OO/ gal 
$ 1.10/ lb 
$96.SO/ gal 
$32.SO/ gal 
Princep SOW $ 3.3 0/ lb 
Pr in cep 4L $15.60/ gal 
Prowl $1S.40/ gal 
Ra mrod-atraz ine $16.SO/ gal 
Ramrod Plowable $16.SO/ gal 
Rescue $12 . SO/ gal 
Reward $17.60/ gal 
Ro - Neet 7E $47.90/ gal 
Ro - Neet lOG $ 1.50/ lb 
Roundup $S2.00/ gal 
Senco r / Lexone 4L $100.SO/ gal 
Sencor/ Lexone DF $19 .0 0/ lb 
Sinbar $1S.OO/ lb 
Sonalan $34.40/ gal 
Sp ik e SG $ 2 . SO/ lb 
Spik e SOW $20.00/ lb 
Spike 20P $ S.OO/ lb 
Su r flan $56.00/ gal 
Sut an+ $1S . 20/ gal 
Sutaz i ne $17 . 60/ gal 
Treflan $20 . 40/ gal 
Tordon 22K $92 . 00/ gal 
Velpar L $5S.SO/ gal 
Ve r nam $26.00/ gal 
X- 77 $14.SO/ gal 
Firs t ri nse th e s pray e r with a mater ia l which ac ts as a s ol vent f or t he her bicide . Kerosene and fuel 
oil s ca rry away oi l - sol uble herb i cides s uch as 2 , 4- D es t er . Che micals whi ch fo r m emu lsions whe n mixe d with 
wat er a re oi l - s olub l e . After the oi l rinse , a rinse with water contain i ng de tergent wi l l he l p r e1nove t he 
oil . Oil - s ol uble her bi ci des a re t he mos t dif fi c ult t o re mo ve . 2 , 4- D ami ne sal t s are water- so l uble . 
For most water - s o l uble her bi c i de s re pea t ed rinsi ng wi t h wa t er is us ually enough . Hor mo ne t yp e requ i re 
extr a prec autions . If 2 ,4,5 - T, s i l ve x, Ban vel or 2 , 4- D we r e used , f i ll the tan k with t~ater and amm on i a . 
Add 1 qu ar t of hou seh old amm oni a t o 25 gall ons of wa t er . Pump enough s olution thro ugh the hose and nozz l es 
t o f il l t he s e par t s comp le t ely . Then fill th e t an k , c l os e and l e ave f or 24 hours befo r e r insi ng thoro uyh l y 
wi th water . 
Activ ated char coal c an be used after t he preli minary rins i ng to deconta mi nate the s pr ay er. A 31 
s usp e nsion abs orb s th e 2 ,4 - D. Ag i tate the sus pens io n f or 2 t o 3 min utes and dra i n, th en r i nse tho r oughl y 
wi th clear wa t er. 
Fo r we tt able powd e r he rb icid es , see that none of th e powder re mains in the tank . A tho r ou gh rins ing 
with water is us ually sif f i c i e nt. Tho r ough l y c le a n a l l equip me nt imm ediat e ly af t er use. 
---------- ... ---=------ .. _____ -~ -~-----------~--------------~-- -----·---------~- --~~---
